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Editorial
Dr. N K Neb
Literary theory and practice have exhibited a continuous process
of change and development at different times of historical progress.
The mimetic theory of understanding reality and life found
corresponding expression in the representational nature of art. The
re-creation of the phenomenological world in literature was studied
with a view to ascertaining how far a work was successful in
capturing the reality around. The concept of reality as something
comprehensible in totality and acceptable as all pervasive and
representative in nature had greater relevance. However, the
philosophical perspectives based on Marxism, psycho-analysis,
structuralism and post-structuralism along with deconstruction
culminating in post-modernism have destabilized the earlier
understanding of reality. The challenge to an all pervasive universal
and unitary nature of reality has impacted the nature of literature in
recent times. It has found expression in literary writings concentrating
on the expression of plural, multiple and ultimately elusive nature of
reality and its complete understanding. Consequently the reality of
the sub-cultures related to ethnicity, gender and caste has acquired
greater prominence in the form of a rejection of an assumed inclusion
of these forms of life in the mainstream reality. These developments
have led to the emergence of numerous writings collectively known
as the literature of the marginalized.
These writings concentrate on the life and experience of the
people or those sections of society that were earlier either not
considered worthy of literary expression or were simply ignored as
non-existent. These forms of life are often associated with experiences
of women, sexual freaks like lesbians and gays, socially oppressed
classes due to their belonging to a low caste, and the politically
colonized people. However, the terms marginalized literature and
*
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the literature of the marginalized are problematic terms. They too
seem to be inappropriate and inadequate to include all the forms of
marginalization and subjugation for there are numerous and subtle
forms of marginalization that people experience without being related
to the commonly accepted marginalized groups of people. At the
same time, the experiences of the people vary even within the
marginalized sections or groups of society. Therefore, the term
marginalized may not be associated with specific groups or with the
nature of some particular kind of marginalization. An individual or a
group may experience marginalization due to gender discrimination
at the same time having no such experience on the basis of social
class, caste or region.
In spite of these inherent contradictions and complexities, the
people who experience discrimination on account of gender, class
or caste are generally treated as the marginalized. And the literary
writings concentrating on their life or by the writers belonging to the
marginalized groups are put in the broad category literature of the
marginalized or marginalized literature.
Here it is significant to note that the writings of only those
writers are to be treated as the literature of the marginalized that
support their struggle for equality. Sometimes, these writings also
include the works of the writers like Mulk Raj Anand, who wrote
about dalits and untouchables without himself being one. The women
writers like Anita Desia, Shashi Deshpande, Shobha De, etc. write
about the subjugation of women by men. Their writings form a variety
of marginalized literature though they themselves may not have
experienced marginalized life. The arguments that Toril Mai forwards
in her essay ‘Feminist Literary Criticism’ find relevance for the study
of all forms of literature concerning marginalized life. It implies that
political orientation is an essential aspect of the literature of the
marginalized. It involves a deliberate deployment of some perspective
that supports the struggle of the oppressed and the marginalized.
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As the study of these writings involves a specific perspective,
the writings that form the corpus of marginalized literature also seem
to share certain common features. The writings that concentrate on
women’s experience as subjugated, oppressed and marginalized
due to patriarchal social set up explore the ways adopted by men to
keep the women subjugated. Women’s sufferings, their realization of
their suppressed position in society and the way they protest their
marginalization forms the subject of almost all the feminist writers in
general and the women writers in particular. Sometimes these writers,
in the name of giving voice to women’s experiences include sensational
titillating striking and shocking details about women’s sexuality. The
novels of the writers like Shobha De, Kusum Sahney, Manju Kapur,
Namita Gokhale are replete with such details bordering on
pornography. Such details serve the commercial ends of these writers
as they tend to have a popular appeal for the readers.
The concept of marginalization is not limited to gender and
class. It rather extends to other forms of life involving sexual
orientation.There are a number of writers concentrating on the
experiences of gays and lesbians. They tend to reject the view that
treats such people as abnormal, freakish and different from the
mainstream common people. The understanding of their difference
from the ordinary or normal human beings in binary terms is contested
in such writings. These writings form an attempt to present the gay
and lesbian experience as one of the aspects of multiple forms of
reality. The gays and the lesbians are to be treated as other ordinary
human beings. These writings criticize the discrimination exercised
against the people considered to be different and the ‘others’ on the
basis of sexuality. While giving expression to these forms of life
traditionally kept at the periphery of the mainstream life, the writers
like Raj Rao go beyond even the limits of decency that can be
ascertained from his works, Hostel Room No. 131, in which he
fictionalizes physical relations between Sudhir and Sidharth. Similarly
Shobha De’s novel Strange Obsession concentrating on lesbian female
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sexual behaviour remains limited to a case study at the surface level.
The lesbian protagonist Minx or Meenakshi Iyenger in this novel is
an aggressive violent and extremely possessive young girl. Instead of
exploring the social psychological implications of lesbian behaviour,
the novelist limits her narrative to the sexual escapades of the
protagonist and the way she exhibits masculine tendencies to possess
her love. Such writings, of course, give expression to marginalized ,
neglected and ignored forms of life but the immature and casual
handling of such issues makes these writings a mere popularity
gimmick and a way to make the work commercially viable.
Apart from the writings concentrating on marginalized forms
of life on the basis of gender, there are numerous writings that give
expression to the suppressed existence of socially down trodden
people. How people are discriminated, exploited, maltreated and
humiliated due to their belonging to a particular caste forms the
subject of such writings. These writings explore the colonialist designs
of the so-called upper caste people of the society to keep certain
sections of society subjugated. Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small
Things, is an excellent study in this direction. The novel expresses
the inhuman treatment meted to the downtrodden of the society and
presents a valuable critique of the role of different social institutions
vis-à-vis these oppressed classes of society. A host of works in
vernaculars express the pain experienced by such people. These
works certainly form effective artistic creations that tend to sensitize
the people to realize and understand the problems faced by socially
oppressed classes of society. These writings often emphasize and
support certain ideas that tend to make these writings literature of
assertion premised on propaganda. Consequently, such writings often
fail to address larger human issues and remain limited to the
expression of specific world view.
Their restricted thematic scope and the recurrence of certain
narrative patterns reveal a deliberate attempt of the writers to mix art
and politics. The apparent division of characters into the exploiters and
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the exploited can be easily traced in these writings. The incidents
involving inhuman and the cruel treatment meted to the oppressed form
the subject of interest. The authorial intrusion in the form of speeches
of characters and dialogues confusing the reader to identify the real
and the assumed narrator form a constant feature of these writings. In
order to make their works acceptable and award them a touch of
authenticity, specific socio-geographical background is developed in
the writings expressing the subjugation of the people on the basis of
caste. The purpose of different narrative strategies being subversion of
the prevalent discourse, the language used by the subjugated sections
depicted in these writings is also subversive in nature. The writings
expressing women’s protest against patriarchal norms often depict
women’s deviant sexual behaviour as a potent tool. While expressing
their protest women writers in particular, use sexually uninhibited
behaviour as a potent narrative strategy. On the other hand the role of
social and political institutions in the oppression of the people on
account of caste also forms a significant, fictional strategy. All these
thematic and narrative features of marginalized literature result in the
emergence of a subgenre like the partition literature.
The marginalized literature or the literature of the marginalized
concentrating on sexual freaks is usually aimed to reject heterosexuality
as the only acceptable sexual behaviour. These writings present deviant
sexual behaviour as something normal and natural. Instead of
understanding life in binary terms, these writings premise their ideas on
multiple possible forms of life including sexuality. The subjugation and
expression in the name of difference that entails opposition is rejected
in these writings. The categories homosexuals, lesbians, heterosexuals
are treated to be constructed and fictional. In these writings, a case is
built for the acceptance and equality of the people who are denied
their rights for their deviant sexual behaviour. Here again, the major
thematic thrust of such writings may be summarized as the celebration
of difference that involves multiple possibilities of life instead of
opposition in binary terms.
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The narrative strategies used in the fictional writings here again
involves the depiction of two kinds of characters: the heterosexuals
and gays or lesbians. However, these characters are not developed
on the traditional pattern of division as black and white or good and
bad characters. The characters represent two types of people on
the basis of their sexual orientation. In order to highlight that the
sexual behaviour condemned and rejected as abnormal is also
acceptable, the writers depict sexual escapades of the characters
from a specific point of view. In the process the oppressive nature
of the social institutions like family and marriage is exposed through
a conflict between individual and society. Almost invariably, the
individual is shown as a victim of the social norms. The opposition
of social institutions of marriage and family forms another aspect of
these narratives. As these writings deal with the problems and life
style of the people following a deviant social behavior the writers
often use titillating and sensational details to cater to the demands of
the casual readers .
In spite of the limited nature of concerns and specific purposive
stance informing these writings marginalized literature plays an
effective and significant role of providing voice to the potent though
silent or silenced voices in society . It brings out the multiplicity of
views about life and brings out the variety informing human existence.
A study of literature from this view, in no cases should be restricted
to the depiction of marginalized forms of life. It has to involve the
analysis and study of literary elements in a work of art. The writers
concentrating on the experiences of the marginalized are not supposed
to sacrifice the aesthetic elements merely to assert their world view.
No doubt, the forms of life presented by the writers concentrating
on the issues concerning the oppressed sections of society have
immense relevance and need to be addressed in art. The treatment
of these things in literature becomes problematic when artistic aspects
of literature are compromised for ideological or commercial reasons.
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‘Cyber Coolies’ in the Western Sprawl :
The Indian Cyberpunk in Amitav Ghosh’s
The Calcutta Chromosome
Dr. Vineet Mehta*
Abstract
This paper attempts to examine the emerging cyberculture
and its impact on the dynamics of travel and immigration
through a close reading of Amitav Ghosh’s The Calcutta
Chromosome (1996). The novel is also analyzed as an
important illustration of cyberfiction, cyberpunk and
cybergothic. The Indian techies in the novel, Antar and
Murugan, who migrate to the US pulled by the lure of the
capital, struggle on the margins and suffer ‘environmental
racism’ in a hostile environment. Through a dystopian narrative
The Calcutta Chromosome fictionalizes the toxification of
our future world and also shows how future digital technologies
can be appropriated by the marginalized communities to
challenge hegemonic political and cultural dominations.
Keywords: Cyber, cyberpunk, digital, techie, cyberculture,
dystopia.

Few technologies can rival the adoption, and the range of
impact of information technology. The large scale use of computer
networks for communication, entertainment and business has led
to a ubiquitous cyberspace, the space that exists “in, on and
between ‘computational devices’” (Bell 1). An accompanying
phenomenon has been the emergence of computer culture or
cyberculture. This emerging culture refers to “ways of life in
cyberspace or ways of life shaped by cyberspace . . .(Bell 5).
According to John C. Dvorak, cyber culture is “. . . inherently
more fragile than traditional forms of community and culture”
(Wikipedia).
*
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The complex environment of the cyberspace is also increasingly
becoming the new arena for the renegotiation of boundaries. New
border, or a ‘digital divide,’ has been formed between the computersavvy, skilled class and those who still do not have access to
knowledge regarding the use of internet and computer technology.
David Holmes in his book, Virtual Politics: Identity and Community
in Cyberspace, claims that the individuals lose all sense of identity or
community the more they submerge in the cyberspace where there is
dissolution of time and space and excessive simulation of reality. This
paper attempts to understand cyberculture as a new, recent
development, and analyses how Amitav Ghosh in The Calcutta
Chromosome has fictionalized its impact on immigrant techies who
are vulnerable to ‘environmental racism’ in the Western sprawl.
Internet-computer technology in the recent times has also
accelerated the process of globalization by virtually becoming its
engine. The dynamics of travel and migration have also been
affected, as never before, by the new information-computer
technology. Millions of budding programmers and computer techies
studying in the technology institutes and centres across India dream
of reaching the Silicon Valley in the US, which is considered the
EL Dorado of the new world. The dreams of raking in dollars and
achieving glory inspire many techno-skilled youngsters to look for
greener pastures in the west, particularly the U.S. A major addition
to the Indian Diaspora in the West post 1990s has been from the
technologically skilled workers. The success stories of Sundar
Pichal, Satya Nadela, Shantaram Narayan and a few others have
inspired millions of technocrats to seek visas to the West. But it
also true that in spite of these tall claims, India is not an “ IT giant
“ but merely a labour contractor in the IT sector (refer Javadkar).
India’s big stakes in the IT sector come from a large army of
‘cyber coolies’. For these millions of techies getting a permanent
residency in the US is the ultimate destination. But these immigrant
workers can be easily exploited due to massive backlog of
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applications for permanent residency. The insecure immigrant status
of these large Indian tech workers makes them easy targets of
exploitation, especially in terms of unfair wages.
Literary writings are increasing trying to fathom the ramifications
of these developments in information-cyber technologies. The all
pervasive and expanding presence of technology has made writers
to critically analyze, and engage with, the emerging cyberculture.
This paper attempts to present Amitav Ghosh’s The Calcutta
Chromosome (1996) as an important illustration of ‘cyberfiction’—
focusing on the internet as the subject matter and background of the
narrative. Optimistic vision of the technology mediated futuristic world
has been replaced and challenged in The Calcutta Chromosome
by a dystopian picture of the cyber-age. In this novel, the writer
focusses on the socio-cultural ferment caused by cybernetics and
digital technologies. The protagonist is an immigrant from the third
world who is forced to survive as a ‘cyber coolie, a second class
citizen’ in the U.S.
The term Cyberpunk roughly translates into people using
technology in ways that deviates from the expected socio-cultural
norms, mores and laws. The term was first introduced by Bruce
Bethke in his short story, “Cyberpunk” (1983). One of the earliest,
and the most popular, cyberpunk works was Neuromancer (1984)
by William Gibson. Cyberpunk is a genre that focuses on high tech
dystopian worlds by mingling the virtual and the real ultimately leading
to the blurring of the lines between technology and humanity. Known
for its focus on “high tech and low life” (Ketterer 141), it features
advanced information technology and cybernetics coupled with a
depiction of a breakdown due to radical change in the social order.
Amitav Ghosh places his novel in the near future and tries to
envision the socio-cultural-ecological implications of an all pervasive
internet-computer technology. Emboldened by the success of a few
poster boys of IT revolution, utopian visions of the computer
mediated future world have been widely circulated by the corporate
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giants and scientists. But, Amitav Ghosh narrates skeptical visions of
the cyber-world by showing the replacement of the old colonist
order with new forms of neocolonialism. Though cyberspace due to
its seamless networking is seen as an open bordered space by many
yet the novel shows how the developing cyberspace can also be
used for surveillance and control by global, transnational corporations.
Many see the breaking of barriers and paths to better understanding
opened by the internet-computer technology, but the writer highlights
the ‘big price’ or the high cost that we may have to pay for this
virtual bonhomie.
Inspired by the writings of Kinglsley Amis, Isaac Asimov,
Satyajeet Ray, and William Gibson, Amitav Ghosh has experimented
with sci-fi fiction in The Calcutta Chromosome (1996). This
novel, “traces the hidden dangers of modern science, exposing the
constant threats that surround a futuristic world of new technology
and postcolonial cybernetic warfare” (Shinn 146). The emerging
‘virtual environment’ created by internet is the subject matter of
The Calcutta Chromosome. Ghosh alludes to the emerging power
of Information technology and hints at the internet becoming a tool
of what Foucault has called “governmentality” (Mondal 30). He
hints at the use of internet or web as instrument of extending state
surveillance, control and gaze on its citizens.
The beginning and the end sections of the novel deal with
Antar‘s secluded existence, in a dilapidated building in New York.
Antar is a refugee diasporic subject in the novel whose marginalized
existence is delved upon. Through such a projection, Ghosh envisions
the continued future ‘toxification’ of the urban landscapes. The
refugee-migrants, doomed to lead alienated, marginalized existence
on the fringes of the cosmopolitan cities such as New York or
California, can be termed as part of an “endangered community” or
what Ulrich Beck labels as the “risk society” (Beck).
The Calcutta Chromosome while highlighting the toxification
of refugee-migrant localities in New York also seems to suggest that
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“all Americans [are] not . . . being poisoned equally” (Dohie 141).
The “toxic discourse” (Buell) in the novel by foregrounding the
plight of the refugee-migrants ties itself to concerns for environmental
justice and ecological equity. The toxic atmosphere of the future
offices with its “. . . endless detritus of twentieth century officialdom—
paper clips, file- covers, diskettes”(6) is hinted at. The Calcutta
Chromosome, thus, has also elements of ‘Cybergothic.’
Like the native technology of Mangala bibi, that “Let‘s you
improve yourself in your next incarnation,” Ava, the supercomputer,
in the novel is shown to have a “simulated urge for self improvement”
and Antar is “. . . awed by her eagerness to better herself “(4).
Ghosh‘s anthropomorphization of the machine, Ava, is quite
conspicuous. In the novel, Ava comes across as a cybernetic
organism or cyborg. Dona Haraway in her “A Cyborg Manifesto”
defines cyborg as “. . . a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine
and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of
fiction” (Haraway 149).
In The Calcutta Chromosome, the new cyber sexualities
produced by the merging of humans and the machine are speculated
upon. In the novel, Ava also acts as a catalyst in the speeding up the
process of human chromosomal mutation. The narrator informs that
“someone‘s trying to make” (183) characters such as Murugan,
Antar and Urmila “. . . make some connections” (183) and Ava acts
as a catalyst in speeding up and aiding this process of making
connections. The Calcutta Chromosome also alludes to future
developments in biotechnology by showing how computer technology
can be used to aid research in genetics and mutation. Thus, the
novel The Calcutta Chromosome can be said to contain elements
of “biopunk or Ribofunk” (Wikipedia), another sub-category of
cyberpunk science fiction. In the novel, Mangala with her quasiscientific, spiritual cult wants to achieve the goal of immortality, “. . .
because she thinks she‘s god” (213).
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Though not trained as a scientist yet she is presented as a
techno-savvy goddess, whose images are “. . . like the so many
temple images . . . except that they carry . . . a version of an old
fashioned microscope” (193). With her “old fashioned camera” she
can also be comprehended as “. . . a cyborg rather than a goddess”
(Haraway 181).
At the end of the novel, Antar, whose body Lakhaan chooses
for next incarnation, is assured by the ‘voices’ whispering: “Keep
watching; we‘re here; we‘re all with you” (262). Such an ending
hints at the next transmigration taking place in the cyber world. As a
cyber fiction it is prophesized that the carrier of the mysterious
“Calcutta Chromosome” in the future will not be the mosquito or
pigeon but the super computer. Erik Davis in his book, Techgnosis:
Myth, Magic, and Mysticism in the Age of Information, observes,
“. . . the spiritual imagination seizes information technology for its
own purposes.” In his dystopian science fiction, Ghosh points out
how the internet can be appropriated for their ends by mystical,
spiritual creeds, lying outside historical discourse of organized
religions.
Amitav Ghosh in The Calcutta Chromosme shows how the
World Wide Web has extended the process of privatization and
commodification. The internet seems to embody a panoptican that
extends the reach of the corporatists. Instead of reiterating the elitist
versions of cross border migration, the novels are tales of the
struggling fringe mass in a technology mediated world where the
majority of technically skilled of the third world are doomed to
“corporate slavery in the West.” Antar and Murugan, the central
characters, are ‘cyber coolies’ of the new global age. Like the
classic cyberpunk characters they are marginalized, alienated loners
who live on the edge of society in dystopic futures where daily life is
affected by the rapidly changing technology.
The Calcutta Chromosome as cyberpunk speculates on the
dangers posed by the cybernetic culture in the near future. By focusing
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on the Indian immigrants, who unwittingly get caught in the cyber
war, the writer speculates on the future developments in cybernetics
and their social-cultural-economic implications. This novel also narrates
the ways by which computer technology is appropriated by the
marginalized diasporic individuals to carve their niche in a hostile,
recalcitrant environment. Somewhat similar to Caliban’s use of the
master’s language, information technology is used in The Calcutta
Chromosome as a weapon to subvert the hierarchies of power.
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Life for a woman has never been easy. Time and again they
have been assigned the role of the ‘sacrificial lamb’ whose
destiny is decided by the men controlling the power structure
of the social set-up. She has been, in all the ages, forced to
make sacrifices either in the name of Honour or Glory. Her
dignity, her virtuousness as well as her honour have been
crushed by men looking for ways to assert their manhood.
Literature has always been a mirror to the society and hence
several novels from different time periods and across the
continents have been hand-picked in the current paper to
study the status of women all over the world.
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Being a woman has never been an easy task— not now nor
ever. Across the continents, beyond the realms and over the centuries
women have always been the easiest target and have been made to
sacrifice or sacrificed in the name of honour. Class, creed, colour,
country, century, education— all lose their significance when it comes
to the treatment of women. Surprisingly, women are considered to
be the bearers of family honour and are expected to uphold the
baton of the family honour by making innumerable sacrifices. At the
same time, they are the easiest targets when it comes to defiling the
pride and honour of the same institution.
For centuries, patriarchy has used violence to subjugate women.
Rape is a significant form of patriarchal violence. It questions the physical
integrity of a woman, and thus exhibits the male attacker’s authority and
control over the female victim. Susan Brownmiller writes, “From
prehistoric times to the present, I believe, rape has played a critical
*
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function. It is nothing more or less than a conscious process of intimidation
by which all men keep all women in a state of fear.” (Vidya)

and not until upper class women had produced three children,
common Roman women four, and provincial women five.

A study of various novels across the continents by authors
belonging to different strata, community and nationality reveal a
similar apathy towards women. Mitchelle Moran’s The Second
Empress- the story of a princess sacrificed to save the people of her
kingdom and the honour of her father from the atrocities of Napoleon
Bonaparte; ElifShafak’s Honour- the story of a middle class migrant
woman from Turkey sacrificed at the altar of family honour by her
own son; ChimamandaNgoziAdichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun- the
story of thousands of women whose honour was ripped apart in the
name of nationalism with the backdrop of a civil war; Dina Nayeri’s
Teaspoon of Earth and Sea- the story of a young innocent Afghan
girl whose honour is brutally sacrificed at the altar of her aged
husband’s impotency and Philippa Gregory’s The White Princessthe story of a young Yorkshire princess whose honour is sacrificed
to protect the lives of her brothers at the (in)famous Tower of
London by the merciless King Henry VII.

(https://www.questia.com/library/sociology-and-anthropology/
gender/women/women-s-history/women-in-ancient-greece-androme)
Over the centuries civilizations and empires emerged, flourished
and disappeared, but the lot of the women remained more or less
similar. Patriarchy ruled the roost and women were consigned the
lot of being dependent on the men folk of their family. They had no
individual identity, no rights to property, no access to education and
hardly any social roles. The situation was same all over the world
though little accounts are available about women and their social
status in other continents. Most of the accounts available during this
period come from the Western European countries and they have
nothing much to boast about women and their station.

Civilizations across the globe have been by and large patriarchal
in their social set up and right from the times of the Greek and
Roman Empires, women have been relegated to the domestic
boundaries and were denied any role or say in public or administrative
matters. Men treated them as a piece of property and the women
were mostly married off without their consent and the main occupation
of women from every strata was to breed children.

Women in the Middle Ages had limited social roles, rarely
received an education and were denied any ownership rights to land
or property. With the Catholic Church having significant control
throughout Europe, its teachings that women should be obedient to
their fathers and husbands had a profound influence. Marriage was
almost the sole goal in life for every young woman. Medieval women
were not expected to live independently. Those that did not marry
usually entered convents and nunneries. (https://www.questia.com/
library/sociology-and-anthropology/gender/women/women-s-history/
women-in-the-middle-ages)

In the early 5th century BCE, Roman women could own land,
write their own wills, and appear in court as their own advocates,
although, often under the auspices of men. Roman women married
very early in life — as young as twelve in upper-class circles. Under
the Emperor Augustus, marriage laws were established. The laws
forced men to divorce adulterous wives and forbade others from
marrying the divorced women. Only under certain circumstances
were Roman women legally allowed to manage their own finances–

Renaissance which is considered to be the period of
enlightenment, of academic pursuits, “a period of renewed intellectual,
political, and artistic development, the “rebirth” of civilization”
benefitted only men and women were once again left in the lurch.
The role of women was a very scarce role. Women were supposed
to be seen and not heard. Rarely seen at that. Women were to be
prim and proper, the ideal women. Females were able to speak
their minds but their thoughts and ideas were shaped by men. Mostly
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everything women did had input given by men. Women were
controlled by her parents from the day she is born until the day she
is married, then she would be handed directly to her husband so he
could take over that role. In the time of the renaissance women
were considered to legally belong to their husbands. Women were
supposed to be typical ‘housewives.’ (Cloud)
Further exploration on the above matter leads us to the role of
women in the age of Reformation where religion held a considerable
sway on the position allocated to the women in the social structure.
This was a time when religious and political organisations were
undergoing changes and reforms with the result that women were
pulled greater into the edifice of domesticity. Their role in the domestic
sphere grew in strength yet they were not involved in the decision
making process.
Scholar William Monter shows, in his essay “Protestant
Wives, Catholic Saints, and the Devil’s handmaid: Women in the
Age of the Reformations,” how these extremely classical ideas
about women when combined with the Protestant Reformation
and the subsequent Catholic Reformation increased the value of
women in the domestic realm and saw their role as mothers and
wives become extremely important, almost to the exclusion of any
other roles. Given the uncertain religious and political climate, this
restrictive definition of women’s roles within the rigid patriarchal
social structure, led to expressions of misogynistic violence. He
notes that both fear of change and the loss of the feeling of security
added the anxiety of the period, which led to the largest executions
of women known to history: the witch-hunts and infanticide trials
of the sixteenth century. Monter notes that the witch executions
peaked from 1560 to 1670, killing probably 30,000 or more
women. (Monter)
Ruth Robbins in Literary Feminisms stresses on the use of
literature as a mode of expression of things that have happened and
things which may never happen. Literary texts which highlight the
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role and position of women in society, the use, misuse and abuse of
the female body by men in the name of honour, may be works of
fiction, yet they act as “mind expanding experience”. Ruth quotes
Rita Felski in her work, according to whom, Literature does not
merely constitute a self-referential and metalinguistic system… but
is also a medium which can profoundly influence individual and
cultural self-understanding in the sphere of everyday life, charting
the preoccupations of social groups through symbolic fictions by
means of which they make sense of experience. (Ruth)
Michelle Moran’s The Second Empress is a fictional
representation of the life and experiences of Napoleon Bonaparte’s
second queen, Princess of the Holy Roman Empire, Marie- Louise
Habsburg and France’s unwilling Second Empress. A general
assumption would tempt the reader to believe that a princess/an
empress belonging to the elite and educated segment of the society
will be highly empowered and she would hardly be called upon to
make any sacrifices in the name of honour, let alone worry about
protecting her honour when she has the armies of the world to
protect her. However, what we come to realize is the fact that
women may belong to any continent, country, age, caste, sect,
religion or background- she is always expected to lay down her life
and her dreams at the altarof Honour. Maria Lucia the Austrian
princess is chosen to be the second wife of the Emperor of France,
Napoleon in which she has no say. Her resistance is crushed by the
mounting pressure on her father, Archduke Francis I, who has lost a
war to Napoleon and the Treaty of Schonbrunn lays harsh conditions
to be fulfilled. To protect the people of the Austrio-Hungarian empire
and to salvage the family pride, Maria Lucia is sent as an appeasement
to Napoleon who having risen from the darkest alleys, now, requires
a woman born in the royal family of Europe with the Blue blood
running through her veins to carry forward his lineage. Maria realizes,
“I am a warhorse going into battle, to him. I was born for this duty,
and now I am fulfilling it. No matter that I love another man or that
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napoleon is old enough to be my father. The Hapsburg Empire must
be preserved.” ( (Moran, 80)
Out of several options, he chooses Maria Lucia as she is healthy
and fertile. Maria Lucia not only loses her name in the entire gamut of
things but also her dignity in the process. She receives no love from
her husband who treats her only as a fertile ground to be tilled till the
seed is sown. Every night when Napoleon comes to impregnate her,
she has to give up her modesty along with her self-respect. The
bedroom scene between Maria and Napoleon lacks any show of
intimacy or emotionality that exists between a husband and wife but
highlights the outrageously sick mindset of the Emperor who treats his
newly wed wife like an object to satiate his carnal urges.
I reach for the quill and am about to dip the nib into the ink
when my chamber door swings open and Napoleon appears. “Sire.”
I rise and hope my tears are not visible. He gives me a slow,
meaningful smile, and immediately I know what he wants.
“Undress,” he says, and the heat floods into my cheeks.
“Perhaps you would like%”
“I have told you what I’d like. Undress and bend over.”
I gasp. “The bed?”
“Or the chair. You can choose.”

My stomach clenches, and there’s a fire in my blood that
would take oceans to put out. I let my dressing gown slip on the
floor along with my chemise. Then I climb onto the bed and lie
quietly on my back. (Moran, 147)
Elizabeth, the Tudor princess of the English empire in Philippa
Gregory’s The White Princess, too, finds herself in a similar
predicament. After the death of her lover and uncle, Richard in the
battlefield at the hands of Henry, VII she is asked to shield the
family, especially her two young brothers by giving up her honour to
the usurper of the throne of England. He needs to marry her to keep
the people of England from revolting against him. Another reason
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involves, Henry’s urgent need to have an heir to establish himself
and his family as the legal heirs to the throne for which he requires
Elizabeth. Elizabeth, after much deliberation, agrees to marry Henry
despite the fact that she nurtures a deep hatred towards him for
killing her lover and consigning her brothers to the Tower. She
agrees to marry him out of obligation towards her family. As if this
humiliation is not enough, she is subjected to further humiliation on
the recommendation of both Henry and his possessive mother when
she is forced to have sex with Henry before the actual marriage to
ensure that she is fertile enough to carry forward the line.
‘… we have been betrothed for two long years. So now we
are going to consummate our betrothal.’… ‘I will not,’ I say flatly.
‘… this is to dishonour me!’ I exclaim. ‘You do this in my mother’s
roos, with my sisters just a footstep through that door, in my mother’s
own palace, before our wedding, to dishonour me!’
His smile is cold. Í don’t think you have much honour to
defend, do you, Elizabeth? And please- don’t be afraid that I will
discover that you are not a virgin….’ (59)
Once, Elizabeth gets pregnant, the marriage is solemnized
publicly. When Henry suggests Elizabeth that he will be visiting her
every night to impregnate her, she is horrified and her horror knows
no boundary when she confides this in her mother who advises her
to agree to the same as they had no choice. Elizabeth is not only
expected to sacrifice her honour for the sake of her family but is
also expected to stay loyal forever to the murderer of her one and
only true love.
He gives a hard condemning laugh. ‘Smuggled into the king’s
bed for old times’ sake? So you are a whore, just as I thought. And
I shall have you like a whore. Here and now.’… ‘Your father is
dead, and your uncle was no great protector of your honour,’ he
says and gives a little snorting laugh as if he is genuinely amused.
‘Get on with it. Lift your dress and climb on me. Ride me. You’re
no virgin…’(Gregory, 61)
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Elizabeth’s quota of sacrifices do not end with the sacrifice of
her body to the man. She is supposed to make sacrifices for him at
every step of her life. Every other day of her life is a challenge and
she is likely to be asked to prove her loyalty to her husband. Her
mother is deemed a traitor and sent to live the life of a monk in an
abbey. Her brothers are executed at the Tower and when rumour is
rife that one of the brothers had managed to escape execution and
may be alive, Elizabeth is not only expected to deny the rumours but
also repudiate all claims of his being the legal heir to the throne.
Moving from Europe to the African continent, we look into
the works of celebrated Nigerian writer-novelist
ChimamandaNgoziAdichie. Her debut novel Purple Hibiscus and
second novel Half of a Yellow Sun chart the course of the Biafran
Civil war. Purple Hibiscus deals with the civil war in the background
while laying stress on the transition of the society due to religion and
western influence. However, her other novel, Half of a Yellow Sun is
a strong statement on the war with impeccable representation of the
various aspects of the strife as if seen and experienced first-hand by
the author. What appears to be a conflict between two warring
tribes- Igbo and Hausa- for power and establishment ends up tearing
apart the lives of ordinary men and women. Thousand are killed,
maimed or uprooted from their native places but once again the
sacrificial lamb are the women who are constantly dishonoured and
violated in the name of nationalism. No woman is safe in the times
of war whether rich or poor. Olanna, an educated and empowered
woman also feels insecure in the newly formed state of Biafra.
Gruesome tales are told and scenes narrated in the novel by the
author of women who are gang-raped by armies of the opposite
tribe. Igbo women are molested by the Hausa and when convenient
Hausa women are violated by the Igbo soldiers. The horrifying
scene of the bar girl’s rape by the Igbo soldiers including Ugwu is
frightening to the core. The rape of the young girl working at the
pub for no reason at all depicts the fiendish nature of men drunk in
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the essence of power. Ugwu, a young teenaged boy has no reason
to rape the girl but he does so because his fellow soldiers cheer and
jeer him and in order to prove his masculinity, he deems it fit to strip
the girl of her honour. On the floor, the girl was still. Ugwu pulled his
trousers down, surprised at the swiftness of his erection. She was
dry and tense when he entered her. He did not look at her face, or at
the man pinning her down, or at anything at all as he moved quickly
and felt his own climax, the rush of fluids to the tips of himself: a selfloathing release. He zipped up his trousers while some soldiers
clapped. Finally he looked at the girl. She stared back at him with a
calm hate. (Adichie, 365)
Dina Nayeri’s A Teaspoon of Earth and Sea is the story of
SabaHafezi, a modern, educated, rebellious young girl of a rich
landlord of Iran. Saba is a victim of the frenzy engulfing an openminded Iran and submerging it into the darkest realms of known
history, an Iran of the 1990s which is governed by the dictats of the
religious militia. Saba grew up reading American magazines and
listening to American songs and therefore, America for her is the
land of her dreams, a place where she can live, dress and act
according to her free will. Iran which took pride in its mix culture
both from the east and the west is suddenly thrown into the bog of
political turmoil where Mullahs govern the state and the ordinary
citizens have no rights which have been confiscated by the moral
police. It is the women in these times who are the worst affected.
They cannot move out of the house without a male relative
accompanying her. Women who wear makeup or keep their heads
and face uncovered are brutally beaten on the streets by the Pasdars,
the moral police. Saba, in order to protect her family and father
from the religious fanatics, is talked into marriage to a man old
enough to be her father. Saba loses her mother early in life because
she tried to protest against the religious men for women’s rights.
Later Saba’s childhood friend Ponneh’s friend Farnaz is publicly
executed for her rebellious ways and lesbian choices. The tortuous
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scene between Saba and Basij women is the epitome of violence
against women in the modern times. Saba’s husband Agha Abbas
whose first wife is dead is unable to consummate their marriage.
However, in order to protect his honour/ masochism and to render
Saba ineligible to a second marriage after his death, he hires eunuchs
to forcibly break Saba’s hymen. The Basij insert metal objects
inside her vagina despite her repeated pleas and resistance. Abbas
knows that Saba will not disclose this humiliating act to anyone
because if she contacts the authorities against his violence, he will
report to the authorities about her father’s conversion to Christianity
and his word will weigh against hers. Thus, an act of cruelty or
violence against women will go unchecked because in a conservative
society, a husband who violates the honour of his wife, cannot be
accused of committing a crime. Such crimes are acceptable both at
the level of society as well as religion. The novel potently highlights
the plight of women in a male dominated society where women are
mere objects to uphold or smudge the honour of the men folk.
Saba’s friend Ponneh is beaten brutally by Mustapha, one of the
moral policemen, for resisting his advances towards her. He blocks
her way in the middle of the market, accuses her of lacking moral
values and then subjected to unaccountable violence.
It confirms something Saba has known for a long time: that
the moral police don’t hate indecency as much as their own urges.
Every day they think of some new cruelty- mystifying rules and
grisly homegrown tortures and murders in the night....Mustapha
doesn’t stop. He is huddled over her, striking without control.
Sometimes, when his rage weakens his aim, he hits the ground or
the wall.... the pretty look is gone from her eyes and she is just a
scared animal, the loss of dignity nothing compared to the physical
pain. (Nayeri, 116)
Elif Shafak’s novel Honour is a heart breaking tale of love,
jealousy and revenge of a meek woman Pembe whose life story is
charted from birth to death by her daughter Esma who wants the
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world to know how women and their dreams are sacrificed in the
name of family honour by the Turkish men and society. During the
course of her story she uses multiple points of view and shuttles
between first and third person narrative. Shafak also presents Esma’s
brother, Iskander’s point of view in epistolary form. Pembe is born
and brought up in a remote village of Turkey which is situated near
the river Euphrates. She is married off to a young man Adem who
hails from Istanbul and had come as a guest in the village. Adem
falls in love with Pembe’s twin sister Jamila and desperately wants
to marry her. However, his enthusiasm as well as his love for Jamila
vaporizes as soon as he is made to face the fact that Jamila was
kidnapped by some men many years ago. Jamila’s elder sister
Kamile was engaged to be married to a man but her father called
off the marriage due to some difference of opinion between the
groom’s family and him. The former took it as a matter of honour
and to spoil the honour of the bride’s family, they abduct her younger
sister. Jamila is returned to the family once her father agrees to give
Kamile in marriage to the same man. Though the men said they did
not touch Jamila, she had to undergo an examination at the hands of
a midwife and years later Adem unabashedly accuses Jamila of
keeping him in dark about the whole affair and refuses to believe
that she was still a virgin. A part of him wants to believe that Jamila
is innocent but the other part overpowers him. He ponders, “What
if she was not a virgin? How could he live with this doubt for the
rest of his life? What would his brother Tariq say when he learned
that he had found himself a tainted wife% an exact replica of their
mother?” (Shafak, 99)
Years later Pembe’s son Iskander is caught by the police for
killing his own mother because he suspects the mother to be having
an illicit affair with another man. Pembe’s husband has deserted her
and the children after moving from Istanbul to London and lives with
another woman, a bar dancer, but that doesn’t tarnish the family’s
honour. In fact, the newspaper headline reports “BOY KILLED
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HIS MOTHER FOR ‘HONOUR’, 2 DECEMBER 1978" and the
heinous crime is detailed in the following words:
A 16-year-old boy of Turkish/Kurdish origin stabbed his mother
to death in Hackney in an act of honour killing…. ‘But when the
father is absent like that the mother’s honour is guarded by the
eldest son,’…A spokeswoman for Scotland Yard told The Times
that this case was neither the first nor would it be the last in the UK
and Europe. She announced that at the moment they were
investigating 150 deaths that could be linked to honour killings….
‘It is a growing cancer in modern society,’ the spokeswoman added,
‘given that in numerous communities the honour of the family is
deemed to be more important than the happiness of its
individuals.’(71-72)
Pembe recalls how her eldest sister Hediye who had eloped
with the man she loved. The man betrays her and she is forced to
return to her father’s house. However, the father deems her to be a
disgrace to the family’s honour and in unsaid terms makes it clear to
her that she should sacrifice her life for the honour of the family.
Hediye hangs herself with a rope. The entire novel bears testimony
to the fact that women ultimately become the pall bearers of the
family honour. Society is so conservative and orthodox that it allows
men every right to indulge in wrongdoings but a woman who desires
a few moments of innocent happiness is declared ‘shameless’ and is
punished for her acts. Violence is perpetrated by men of her own
blood and she doesn’t have the right to complain. Pembe’s son
Iskander calmly accepts his father’s illicit affair but punishes the
mother for her supposed affair. He even justifies himself.
I told him I punished Mum for her illicit affair. From now on
she’d never do such a thing again. I said her wound wasn’t too bad
but it would take some time to heal. I had stabbed her once on the
right side of her chest. That would show her how grave her sin was.
It would give her time to think about her mistake, to repent…. Our
family’s honour was cleansed. (247)
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Numerous novels and works of fiction have tried to substantially
highlight the point raised in the paper. However, what remains to be
seen is for how long the women are expected to carry the baton of
Honour and pass it on from one generation to another. How long
will the men remain scot-free for their misendeavours and still humiliate
and ostracize women in the name of honour? How long will the
women continue to sacrifice their individual happiness, desires and
dreams to appease men in the name of honour?
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Assimilation / Elimination of Canadian
Aboriginals: A Study of George Ryga’s
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe
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Abstract
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe by George Ryga is a tragedy based
on aboriginal discrimination and the domination of white
colonialists for the extinction of various Aboriginal cultures.
Ryga has voiced the agonizing condition of the natives by the
Western patriarchal institutions like the Church and the Court
wherein native women are oppressed and inhuman treatment
is meted out. George Ryga through this play not only voices
the natives for their rights to live on equal terms but also
shows that the so called reforms set by the Whites are of no
use to the natives. Rather these are merely camouflaging the
system which appears to assimilate the aboriginal whereas in
reality it eliminates.
Key words: Aboriginal, assimilation, elimination, reservation,
indigenous, Inuit, Métis

Aboriginal as a term has now been frequently replaced by
‘indigenous’ to connote those people who are Indigenous to a particular
location, but also often the first people there. In Canada, the ‘First
People’ are identified as Indigenous. Oxford English Dictionary defines
the indigenous people as born in a place or region. Bill Ashcroft in the
book The Empire Writes Back informs us that the “the term
‘Aboriginal’ was coined as early as 1667 to describe the indigenous
inhabitants of places encountered by European explorers, adventurers
or seamen” (4). In Canada the domination of white colonialists has
led to the near extinction of various Aboriginal cultures. The Inuit,
Métis and First Nations in Canada suffered one hundred and fifty
years of deliberate politics of assimilation, which attacked their cultural
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identity and spiritual values, thus dispossessing, displacing and
eliminating them from their natural habitats.
George Ryga in his plays delineates the experiences and
problems faced by the native Indians. He voices the agony, anger
and despair of the natives and shows how native women are
oppressed by the western patriarchal institutions like the Church
and the Court. He is an artist and a social reformer who voices the
natives for their right to live on equal terms. The Ecstasy of Rita
Joe depicts the pain and suffering of the native Indians in their land
of birth at the hands of the White establishment. The White society
considers the first nations outsiders and intruders into their framework
of culture, lacking civilization and deserve hatred, thus aborting the
attempts of the natives to get into the mainstream. Instead of finding
a positive solution to the problems of the natives, the Whites blame
them and their culture for their failure to assimilate. Jack Richards,
‘Vancouver Sun’ 24 November, 1967 in Canadian Drama and the
Critics Ed. L.W. Conolly advocates, ‘And it is about
misunderstanding or rather, the absence of understanding…. The
young Indian does not understand the White man, his laws, his
institutions, his social structures, his mores. And the White man
certainly does not understand the Indian – not the priest, or the
social worker, or the magistrate’. (56)
As a direct result of the settler colonization in Canada, many
Aboriginals were simply forced to give up their identity, their language
and their past life, and adapt to the Whites’ ways of living. The
colonial Relocation Program has helped to draw an imaginary line
between the Aboriginals in their reserves and the Whites in their
newly built, urban, and developed cities. In general, these border
lines can be ethnic, racial as well as based on social class or religion
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe is a play about the colonialist culture’s
denial of the American Indian’s humanity. In particular, George Ryga
points to the inadequacy of those organizations that deal with Indians;
according to him, the Church, social services, the schools, and the
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legal system all dole out humiliation in the guise of charity and fail
American Indians because they expect them simply to shed their
cultural differences and assume white society’s ways. Further, the
play shows how adrift the American Indian people are: Life on the
reservation holds no future, and the city, while it offers much in the
way of material advantages, provides no equality of opportunity.
It is the story of a young Aboriginal girl who leaves her home
in the reservation and tries to join the mainstream. She is treated as
an outsider in her own country and because of her identity as an
Aboriginal, is made to undergo the mental anguish. During the play,
she is judged and convicted more than eight times. Her offense is
simply crossing from her reserve in pursuit of the illusion of the city
where she thought she would find freedom and social equality.
Shockingly, she ends up dead on the roads of the city with a
“twisted, broken body” (52). She is the victim of the Whites’
prejudices against the Aboriginals.
The Ecstasy of Rita Joe begins as a trial of Rita Joe, who is
the defendant, alone and without representation, against a policeman,
who acts as a witness against her, and the Magistrate, who will
decide her fate. As the Magistrate’s opening lines demonstrate, he is
determined to be stern but fair. He says, “Who is she? Can she
speak English? ... Then let her speak for herself” (25). The
Magistrate, clad in the apparel of dispassion and objectivity, is all
first willing to listen to Rita Joe even defending her right to speak her
side against the objections of the policemen; but slowly we become
aware of the exasperation he feels at these trials and the defendant.
At its lowest ebb, his restraint gives way and he reveals the true
nature of the agency which is not benign law but civilization. He tells
Rita Joe, “To understand life in a given society, one must understand
laws of that society. All relationships …, Man to man … Man to
woman … man to property, man to the state … freedom that was
yours today. Your home and well-being were protected” (). For all
his professions of equity the Magistrate can only understand Rita
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Joe in the terms of colonial discourse, which already presumes her
guilt and damns her even before she has spoken a word. George
Ryga in Brian Parker’s introduction to The Ecstasy of Rita Joe &
other plays points out, ‘it is also… a story of people in conflict
struggling at a disadvantage …. This issue is the burning crisis of our
time… People who are forgotten are not forgetting. To overlook
them is a dangerous delusion. Ecstasy makes no distinction between
the rights and the wrongs of a question…. But essentially it is a play
– drama – picking up where life too often leaves off or becomes
obscured by the protective shutters of civilization.’ (60)
Rita Joe’s first words, however, undermine the Magistrate’s
eloquent exposition: She was picked up by undercover policemen
who offered her money and then arrested her for prostitution. She
actively denies the charges laid up against her but no one is interested
in what she has to say: she is speaking terrible truths about the state
and its power to fabricate reality but it is her word, coming from the
subaltern territory, against the agencies of state which serve the
dominant discourse and disenfranchise her. She tells the Magistrate,
“The first time I tried to go home I was picked up by some men
who gave me five dollars. An’ then they arrested me…. It wasn’t
true what they said, but nobody’d believe me… (27). The Magistrate
asks Rita Joe, “Why should they lie, and Rita Joe alone tell the
truth? … Or are you a child enough to believe the civilization of
which we are a part… does not understand Rita Joe? .
As the play progresses a membrane thickens between Rita
Joe and the court, increasingly becoming impervious on either surface.
Rita Joe, who actively denies the charges laid up against her at the
beginning, becomes increasingly indifferent to the proceedings,
sometimes like a petulant child and sometimes like a helpless one.
The incidents of the story are linked by Rita’s memory and
associations. She appears in front of the Magistrate more than eight
times. In the beginning, he informs Rita that “the charge against you
this morning is vagrancy” (22). However, he later continues, “the
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charge against you this morning is prostitution” (39). The Policeman
admits that “Rita Joe established herself as something of a disruptive
influence.... A trouble maker!” (49). It does not matter how hard
she tries to live up to the Whites’ standards; she is stigmatized
because of her identity as an Aboriginal.
The entire system comprising of urban white society like the
police department and the judiciary are not for the aboriginals. This
system is represented by the Magistrate, Miss Donahue, the
schoolteacher, Mr. Homer, the shopkeeper, the school board clerk,
Father Andrew, the priest and the policemen who are against the
native Indians and their existence. All of them are on the opposite
side of Rita Joe in the court. Rita is unable to understand and
assimilate the accusations of the White witnesses.
Ryga does not preach. He does not paint either side with the
colours of martyrs or saints. He says only that there are two worlds
in our society and neither understands nor accepts the other. The
play is more than Rita’s bewildered failure to find a decent life. It
speaks volumes of the awkward embarrassment of a society which
has hid tossed in its face the body of an Indian girl beaten to death
in a skid row hovel. Jack Richards further elaborates that, ‘Every
movement, every gesture, every word sketched a vivid and all too
familiar picture of the Indian girl from a reservation in the country
bewildered and degraded in the urban society of the Whites.’ (56)
The magistrate tells Rita “The obstacles to your life are here in your
thoughts… possibly even in your culture” (38). He suggests that she
should fix her hair, tame her accent and change her name. Rita feels
that she will not be saved even if she does so. When the schoolteacher
is asked about the character of Rita Joe, she says, “I cannot in all
sincerity provide a reference of good character for one Rita Joe”
(41). Even the school board clerk has the same viewpoint who also
accuses her in the court. “I recommended a letter that she take
school after grade five through correspondence courses from the
Department of Education…. But she never replied to the form letter
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the school division sent her (41). The reality is that Rita Joe never
received the letter which reveals that the English postman discriminates
between the white and the aboriginals and does not perform his
duty well. Rita tries to retaliate by telling about the postman who
according to her uses the letters of them to light fire in his stove but
no one believes her.
Rita Joe is working in the tire store where she like an efficient
worker does the work of many like a receptionist, a typist, accountant,
sales girl etc. The truth is that whereas she is not slow in her work,
her boss is usually absent or a late comer, but he tells the magistrate,
“I gave her the job but she was kind of slow…. I can’t wait around,
there’s lot of white people goin’ lookin’ for work (41). In this way,
she is accused by all the English white men. . Collectively the
Magistrate, the Teacher and Mr. Homer contribute to the image of
Rita as a vagrant, as a prostitute, as lazy, as a thief and so on. For
Rita there’s no escaping this kind of one-sided labeling. All of them
want Rita to conform to the existing social conditions. The teacher
and the social worker Mr.Homer grudgingly try to help Rita but they
only want her to be kept subjugated under their care and control.
The Magistrate swears by the law but cannot see Rita’s obvious
misery. All the accusers are biased and totally one-sided.
Rita Joe is sentenced for thirty days. The priest, at least to get
spiritual freedom for her, visits the prison and persuades her to
believe in Jesus: “Rita try to understand!...Our Lord Jesus once met
a woman such as you beside the well ... He forgave her!” (43).
When the Priest insists on prayer and her confession, she explodes
in protest and goes back to the past and thinks about how white
men came to her country and gave them a new religion and took
away their land: “long ago the white man comes with bibles to talk
to my people, who had the land. They talk for hundred years...then
we had all the Bibles an’ the white man had our land...” (44). In this
way even religion of the white men exploits them. When the priest
asks for her confessions, she tells him, “Go tell your God … when
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you see him … tell him about Rita Joe an’ what they done to her!
Tell him about yourself too…. That you were not good enough for
me, but that didn’t stop you tryin’! Tell him that!” (44). The cold
Magistrate lists out the facilities extended to people by the
Government. He directs his speech at Rita, as a representative of all
Aboriginals, saying:
The cities are open to you to come and go as you wish, yet
you gravitate to the slums and skid rows and the shanty-town
fringes. You become a whore, drunkard, user of narcotics... at
best, dying of illness or malnutrition... At worse, kicked or beaten
to death by some angry white scum who finds in you something
lower than himself to pound his frustrations out on! What’s to be
done? You Indians seem to be incapable of taking action to help
yourselves. Someone must care for you... Who? For how long? .
It is true that the cities are open for the Natives, but the
Whites have never embraced them. The Canadian law guarantees
them equality of treatment so that they try to come into the
mainstream but the white society rejects them. The discrimination
against them is so intense that the constitutional promise of equality
becomes hollow. If they live on the reservation, they will become
extinct because the tide of progress will throw them like dead
wood. As Rita Joe’s father tells the priest , “If we only fish an’
hunt and cut pulpwood … pick strawberries in the bush … for a
hundred years more, we are dead. I know this here” (48). Rita
Joe’s sister Eileen Joe was a good tailor. She came to the city and
stayed with her elder sister Rita. She thought that she can thrive in
the city by doing tailoring work but no white woman gave her any
work. Rita expresses her inability to help her. “Eileen was a
dressmaker. She worked two weeks, and not one white woman
comes to her to leave an order or old clothes for her to fix. No
work at all for two weeks an’ her money ran out” (29). The white
woman need not give new cloth to Eileen for stitching but at least
old and torn ones could have been given to her for mending. They
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did not do this even and so she had to return to the reserve to
help her father catch fish and cut pulp wood.
The play portrays the problems faced by the natives in Canada
who were trying to assimilate themselves with the Canadian
mainstream society. The Canadian government policy at that time
was to promote assimilation and to encourage Indians to join the
mainstream Canadian society. But there is a world of difference
between values practiced by the Whites and Indians. Rita Joe is
arrested again and again and sent to jail on charges of vagrancy,
theft and prostitution. Finally she is gang raped and killed. George
Ryga through Rita Joe questioned the very justification of judging
the members of one culture by the standards of another. Rita Joe
tells the magistrate, “You got rules here that was made before I was
born….I was hungary when I stole something… an’ I was hollorin’
I was so lonely when I started whoring” (42).
The white civilization in the person of the Magistrate tells Rita
Joe that the Indians are incapable of taking benefits which the
civilization has provided to them.What do you expect? We provide
schools for you and you won’t attend them because they are out of
the way and that little extra effort is too much for you! … Some of
you get jobs…. Your reliability record is ruined and an employer
has to regard you a lazy, undependable…. What do you expect?
(52)The white Magistrate claims that there is a social change in the
Canadian society. George Ryga through this play shows that there is
no social change. James Barber writes, “George Ryga has painted a
simple, disturbing picture of life without dignity and without hope”
(57). Balachandran calls him a social physician when he writes, “It
is not the mistake of Ryga to paint a picture. It is the duty of an
artist, a dramatist to cut open the social blisters and remove the
puss and make the body (society) a healthy one” (93).He shows
that all the institutions which profess to look after the welfare of the
native Indians have failed them. Education provided to them is not
relevant to fulfill their needs. All the institutions of the white civilization
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meant for the welfare of the Native Indians including the schools
and religion actually exploit them.

Rethinking Home & Exile : Social Media, Global
Communication & Punjabi Diaspora

The dominant White society wants to treat the Indians as
second class citizens and keep them in the reservations. They don’t
want any change to be brought in the economic and social conditions
of the Indians. The Canadian government does not do anything
really tangible to improve their condition. The White society does
not have either the will or the heart to improve the social status of
the Indian living in Canada. Though outwardly it claims for the
assimilation of the hostile elements, in reality it is elimination rather
than assimilation which is evidenced by George Ryga in his play The
Ecstasy of Rita Joe.
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Abstract
The paper explores the role of social media and global
communication in providing an interactive platform to the
Punjabi diasporas to develop virtual ties with people back
home and other diasporas. This development has resulted in
the formation of more flexible form of identity that brings a
new sense of belonging and identity for the diasporas in
general and Punjabi diasporas in particular. The shared
identities through the internet create virtual spaces where
Punjabi diasporas can get together transcending local,
geographical boundaries. These new spaces function as
imagined communities where diasporas can find familiar
symbols, language and products related to their culture and
religion. These imagined communities become examples of
migrant empowerment
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Significant developments in the 20th century have led to
voluntary and involuntary movement of people from their homelands
to distant places. The direction of these migrations mainly has been
from developing countries to developed countries for contractual,
intermittent and permanent stays. One of the major consequences of
this acceleration in movement has been the emergence of diasporic
population. Simultaneously in the late 20th century the shift to virtual
realms transcends and decimates the geographical distance of spatial
nature. Diaspora is a word of Greek origin that was traditionally used
by Greeks to refer to dispersion or sowing over large area. Originally
it was a neutral term merely “indicating geographical dispersion”
(Brown 1). When the Old Testament was translated to Greek, the
term diaspora was used to refer to that population of Jews that was
*
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exiled from Judia in 586BC by Babylonians and from Jerusalem
in136 AD by the Roman Empire .This term consequently adopted
“overtones of forced expulsion of an ethnic and religious minority
from its homeland, of persecution and exile’ (Brown 3). In earlier
times the term was used exclusively to refer to forceful migration but
nowadays the dynamics of migration are different as compared to
earlier times. In earlier times, in one of the dominant forms of
transportation of social/ethnic groups, it was common for people to
be forcefully transported as labourers from the third world countries
to distant lands to be used as indentured labour or as slave workers.
Today people leave their countries for various reasons such as personal
ambition, economic opportunities and relaxed immigration laws.
Regardless of the ways in which the term diaspora is used,
diasporic communities share some common traits. Emotional
attachment with homeland is one of the traits which has been the
essential feature of many of diasporas. Most of diasporic communities
try to maintain their ethnic, cultural, religious and national identities in
host lands. At the same time these individuals come in contact with
the culture of host country as well. Therefore, many immigrants find
themselves caught up between their homeland and host land. This
in-between world leads to a sense of dislocation and separation.
Further, because of this in-between condition, immigrants have a
feeling of rootlessnenss. They start searching for a place or home
that they can call their own.
The paper portrays a strong sense of connection between
Punjabi diasporic communities and their cultural homes. Because of
this diasporic belonging, “they feel an increased need to manage
their identities and the process through which they express these
identities” (Somerville 26). Online community formation offers a
more contemporary view of community that enables Punjabi diasporic
people to represent a strong sense of relationship between the cultural
groups of diasporic members. In the post independence period, the
formation of Punjabi diaspora was mainly due to the changing socio-
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economic conditions in the Punjab and the changing structure of
employment opportunities abroad.
In the face of globalisation and modernity, the notions of
space, place and time are constantly being reinvented and fresh
manifestations of space, mobility and connectivity have emerged.
The enormous growth of new information and communication
technologies has created the need to reinterpret and modify the
terms used to understand diasporic phenomena and phenomena of
human displacement. The phenomenal increase in the number of
internet users since 1990s has eliminated the temporal and
geographical notions of distance and enabled new ways of connection
and communication among diasporic people. Physical distance has
a very little meaning in this virtual world where information can
travel freely among people who are located far apart. This shift to
digital age has led to a potential impact on human communities and
the ways in which we communicate, thus transcending the notions of
place and migration through their participation in new media and
technology leading to what we call digital diaspora. By using new
media technologies, the Punjabi diaspora is also able to maintain
religious and cultural practices of the place of origin. They have
remained loyal to many of the traditions of the cultural homeland,
while taking part in social and political life of host country.
This study focuses on the processes through which online
communities are being formed among diasporic populations and
thus creating a digital diasporic space in the new media age. The
study is aimed at assessing the nature of social networking applications
in the formation of new media culture, shared identity and virtual
online community. The term diaspora refers not only to dispersal of
any population from its original land to other territories but also to a
collective memory, a sense of empathy with co-ethnic members in
host countries, and a sense of longing and possibility of returning to
homeland. In the globalised world, where one continually comes in
contact with people who are not of one’s own community, ethnicity
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or race, there is a longing for ethnic identification and preservation.
It has become important to understand how members of Punjabi
diaspora make use of this online space in their everyday lives. In this
digital media age, ethnic identity is not lost but is transformed in both
its composition and practices. By incorporating products such as
computer gaming, videos, advertising, digital TV programmes, DVDs,
commercial websites and social networking sites, diaspora
communities can reunite with their homelands. The process of
re(creating) a new ethnic identity through creative and innovative
online practices has expanded the concept of ethnic community in
such a way that media technologies, rather than abolishing ethnic
identity, have established a new sense of ethnic identity, thus creating
a ‘third space’ where both traditional sense of identity coexists with
new sense of identity. With this in mind, this paper intends to study
how in this deterritorialized world, a sense of belonging and
community transcends national geographical boundaries. These global
and technological environments create a virtual relationship, and
reconstruct a sense of belongingness with their homeland.
The term digital diaspora is used to refer to diaspora
community’s use of internet and their formation of organizations on
the internet. “Today digital diaspora users perform and transform
their cultural and social lives through digital technologies and
materiality of digital content and context” (Burroughs and O. Ka ili
1). Despite this shift of new media technologies, an urge to reconnect
with homeland continues within this digital diaspora communities.
Cultural identity and community remain central to the use of the
internet. Participation in online communities, forums and social
network sites does not always result in dilution of ethnic identity.
Many Punjabis identify more with their regional or religious identity
than their Indian identity. Most of these online communities work as
‘new imagined community’ where they make use of their local
languages and cultures. One important symptom of this tendency is
the increasing vernacularisation of social media. These online
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diasporic groups use online resources to advocate political, social
causes and to revisit their culture. There are deeper cultural factors
that play important role for some communities. For instance, the
Sikh philosophy emphasises the value of altruism and philanthropy.
Various websites and forums help in raising funds for faith-based
philanthropy and in collecting money for improvement in community
facilities. In order to enact change in their homelands, members of
Punjabi diaspora have become politically engaged, which is reflected
in their online participation in Punjabi and Indian political
organisations, promoting political candidates, links with factional
groups, human right organisations and other NGOs. Their activism
within social and political movement organisations enhances their
influence in policy and decision making. Punjabi diasporic individuals
and organisations show their interest in government agencies to
enact change. By working within social, political and social structures
at regional level, Punjabi diaspora has taken an important step toward
the maintenance of strong ties with their cultural homeland.
There are various perspectives of studying the impact of digital
age on ethnic community life and identity. One perspective studies
mitigation of geographical distance as a result of new media use.
Another perspective studies the ways in which this digital age has
brought new opportunities to society. In fact community life is not
lost as a result of emerging technology but is going under a change
and hence long distance communities are coming into shape with
new forms of composition and practice. “Community is no longer
defined in terms of locality, but as social networks of interpersonal
ties that provide sociability, support, and information, a sense of
belonging and social identity”(Wellman 18). By creating a virtual
community, internet provides a new space for reconnecting with
homelands. Online communities serve to complement rather than
substitute offline communities. Many questions have been raised about
how online communities contribute to the maintenance of ethnic
community and identity, and how it complements not replace other
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channels of interaction. Therefore there is need for a more
comprehensive perspective that considers online communities as
interwoven with their offline lives.
Virtual community provides its geographically dispersed
members an opportunity to gather and communicate on the net
space. Virtual communities, as defined by Rheingold, are, “social
aggregations that emerge from the Net when enough people carry
on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling,
to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace”(5). Apart
from the concept of a ‘web’ or ‘network’ of people who are
connected across time and space, a set of shared values, norms ,
meanings and beliefs are some of the salient features of a virtual
community. There are three types of virtual communities as mentioned
in the book Digital Diaspora by Jennifer M.Brinkerhoff, “(1)Virtual
communities that are congruent with physical communities; 2) Virtual
communities that overlap with physical communities; 3)Virtual
communities that are thoroughly distinct from physical communities”
(44). The first type of communities that is congruent with physical
community creates a cyberspace where participants can communicate
and interact, thus developing a sense of shared community and
identity. This type of tendency is applicable on Punjabi diaspora.
Such online communities maintain integration in the host countries.
These types of virtual communities can complement the physical
communities. Therefore there is need to understand new media
technology as a platform where concepts of diasporic identity and
community are reconstructed and reimagined. Networked media
technologies help diasporic groups to produce their own discourses
more easily and quickly, that further helps in empowering these
communities. Over the past ten years or so there has been a rapid
growth in the formation of online diasporic associations which perform
a number of functions such as cultural exchanges, sports exchanges
and musical exchanges, and promotion of Punjabi cinema also.
Recreation of a culture in diverse locations is also accomplished
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through the maintenance of religious exchanges. Various religious
associations are active over the internet and most have their own
websites. The aims of these religious societies are more focused
around religious discourses and other religious activities such as
following religious leaders, saints, watching kirtan/ dhadi jathas, and
visiting these websites for each major tradition.
“The idea of community need not to be seen as a solid block of
people within arm’s length of each other, but rather as diffuse but
connected”(Gittinger 2).Geographically dispersed people through their
online communities can reconnect with each other. They are able to
gain quality of benefits such as sense of shared identity and interaction
opportunities. Most of the cyber-communities come with various
benefits such as low barriers to entry and exit, non-coercive and nonhierarchical system. For many diasporic people, the internet plays a
crucial role in maintaining their religious practices and belonging to a
religious group. The social network sites have become virtual spaces
for discussing the topics about religious practices, belief system and
customs. People are very likely to participate in all kinds of religious
events organised through online communities, and regularly exercise
their religious duties and promote their religious views. Several cultural
and religious organisations such as World Sikh Organisation and
International Sikh Youth Federation work for the promotion of culture
and religious activities. These types of organisations help immigrants
to safeguard their culture and religion. This may encourage “long
distance ritual practices, ‘cyberpilgrimage’ and other religiously
motivated undertakings” (Bhatt and Narayan 17).
Digital diaspora communities provide their members solidarity
benefits such as shared homeland identities and cultural identity benefits.
Apart from these solidarity benefits, material benefits are also provided
that include news and information about their homelands. It provides
a variety of information about homeland culture, history and current
affairs. Many Punjabi diasporic people visit websites to acquire
information during their relocation process and to get information
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about what it is like to live in a host country. These sites also provide
a wealth of information for obtaining practical tips for doing business
in the homeland as well as in the host land. This wide range of
information helps them to increase their income and provides them
better ways of dealing with their situations. Discussion forums provide
opportunities to dispersed diasporas to make connections where they
share their personal experiences of their lives abroad, thus helping
them to overcome loneliness and isolation.
Punjabi diaspora can reconnect with their homeland with the
help of mass media like e-newspapers, e-magazines, news channels,
radios and TV channels that are available on the internet also. Along
with a good number of discussion forums and websites, emails,
audio-video calling via internet, chat rooms online messaging provide
an opportunity to meet the diversified diaspora virtually.
All these sites help the users to discuss various topics from
their immediate concerns about their job, education, accommodation
in host land, to discussion of serious issues such as who they really
are, what is their identity , where they belong and what they could do
to maintain their identity and culture. These sites and forums thus help
diasporic groups to represent their ethnicity in new media age. Apart
from these tools, there are other modes that diasporic people adopt
to maintain their culture and identity. For example there are regularly
updated internet journals dealing with special topics. Uses of topics
and languages in these journals have a significant impact on individuals.
Virtual libraries and galleries are also sources of information that
diasporic people use. Most of the local culture and artistic works are
presented to wider international public. Diasporic people can also use
internet to access local radio and TV channels. Digital age brings new
possibilities for the promotion of local languages and cultures with
new opportunities for its users. These tools of new media technology
are flexible enough, and cultural institutions and artists use this digital
technology to promote local art and culture.
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Though these people are not in their homelands but they can
access various native TV and radio channels on the net. This kind of
access gives the feeling of connectivity and belongingness with their
homeland. The solidarity and identity benefits that online communities
provide are salient to Punjabi diasporic people. It also provides, as
Brinkerhoff says, “comfort and identity support as they cope with
traumatic experiences of dispersion” (48). In various ways,
cyberspace enhances the maintenance and circulation of cultural
memories. Voices of these people contain traces of their homelands
identity that is connected with their culture, with history of the places
they came from.
In these multitudes of discourses a sense of identity and
community emerges that transcends the geographical understanding
of identity and community. Life stories play an important role in the
formation of one’s identity. Therefore storytelling and sharing one’s
life experiences is another way of reconstructing identity online.
Stories and sharing of experiences create a kind of common
environment that helps Punjabis to reconnect to each other. When
people share their experiences and tell life stories, they do so by
following some models of culture. Digital diaspora enable its members
to sustain their ethnic identity with the homeland through digital
storytelling. Members of these organisations, apart from their
experiences related to their shift from homeland to host land, are
also likely to share their experiences about cultural events, games,
weather and are likely to express their opinions about social and
political life in their homeland. This digital storytelling helps participants
to deal with their frustration, stress and other concerns such as
having a bad day at work, adjustments in new environment and
problems in relationships.
Having analysed self-presentational and interactional practices
taking place on various diasporic websites, the paper showed that
through online interaction, Punjabi diasporic groups are able to
imagine themselves as virtual community. The need and desire to
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have their own space where they can feel belonged, leads to creation
of online spaces. This online space transcends geographical
boundaries and restrictions. Based on shared identity the online
spaces are enriched with information in relation to real problems
and concerns in the lives of the groups. These websites and forums
work as a platform where diasporic members, apart from looking
for professional information, share their stories, talk about themselves
and their lives abroad. The virtual space created by digital diasporic
community, provide them emotional support in a new environment
with a new medium.
In the age of new media technology, a more flexible form of
identity has emerged as these diaspora groups maintain transnational
ties. These communities work as a resourceful network that provides
information, advices and tips. Internet also becomes an important
source for sharing of media related links, along with links to other
diasporic websites. By sharing entertainment news along with pictures,
audios and videos, these websites become a fun place where Punjabi
people can feel relieved from their traumatic experiences in host
lands. Although these users embrace the identity and culture of both
of their home and host country, yet their main focus mostly is on
connecting to their home culture. Despite this in-between nature of
their identity, an urge is always there to reconnect to their native
land which the technological communication fulfils. This idea of
transnationalism is facilitated by new media technologies that help
diasporic communities to remain in touch with their homelands while
maintaining transnational lifestyles and cultural ties.
The paper concludes with the reflection on new visions and
possibilities created by online communities and the ways in which
utilisation of internet technologies brings a new sense of identity,
community and integration in digital media age. The shared identities
on the internet create virtual spaces where these Punjabi diaspora
groups can get together, thus transcending local, geographical
boundaries. As mentioned earlier these virtual spaces work as ‘new
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imagined communities’ where one can find familiar symbols, language
and products of particular culture or religion. Social network sites
are very well embedded into the users’ daily lives. Majority of users
access these sites on daily basis, therefore what they do on these
sites depends on their activities and lifestyles. The sense of
‘placelessness’ plays an important role in traumatic experiences of
diasporic people that leads to tension and isolated feelings. Online
community provides safe and stable place where dispersed people
can connect to each other. New social media, by providing new
possibilities for communication, representation and imagination,
enhances, “diasporic people’s ability to maintain family and kinship
contacts across long distances” (Marino7). Diasporic online
communities and web forums work as nodes of socialisation and
interaction, therefore making the whole process of integration easier
and less traumatic. Despite the fact that a much has been done in this
field, new researches are making fundamental contribution to the
study of digital diasporic communities, as community and identity
formation are one of the underlying forces in migrants’ empowerment.
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The paper endeavours to bring to the fore the despotic impact
of religious fundamentalism, that tends to condone its appalling
effects on mankind, predominantly women. Through this
landmark fiction, an attempt has been made to leash diatribe
at the supposedly religious supplicants who in the name of
god and religion tend to vitiate the very existence of humanity.
The purpose of unravelling the turbulent influence of religious
fanaticism on all institutions governing human life, is aptly
discussed and culminated by proving fundamentalism as a
fatal barricade to human civilization. The paper, thus, urges
the readers to disenchant oneself from fanatic religious dogmas,
that corroborate factiously retarded lopsided approach to
advancement.
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Keywords: Fundamentalism, fanaticism, extremism, religious
interpretation, women’s persecution, religious dogmas

Religious fundamentalism refers to a belief system that envelopes
around a firm conviction on conventional values and behaviour. This
belief system prioritizes religion over all other institutions governing
human life, by centralizing the holy texts and their teachings. Thus its
century old pervasiveness makes it credibly totalitarian and
uncontested, for its inherently tyrannical trait of thrusting its core
teachings to the universe with/without force. This furthermore defines
religious fundamentalists as ‘traditional protestors’, who in the name
of religion, stand as the tyrants of the society. Apparently, religious
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fundamentalism aims at dictating its absolute authority over humans
in all spheres of life. Fundamentalism can be synonymously used
with extremism, for its inherent nature oscillating to extreme levels to
propound and safeguard its basic principles. These principles make
religion immaculate, infallible and unquestionable, with no scope for
reformation and amendments. In the words of Patrick Fagan, “strong
and repeated evidence indicates that the regular practice of religion
has detrimental effects of social concern and policy” (np).
The concept of religious fanaticism is so firmly gripped in
human discourse that its very stamp on any misdeed makes misdeed
a divine deed. Plausibly, the traditionally perpetuating religious belief
system has corroborated its roots to an extent that a minor change
in its structure causes havoc, with fundamental belief that any change
in the same would lead to the loss of identities and would create
ruckus in society. Hence fundamentalists implement comprehensively
absolutist rigid belief system and practice, by condoning aggressive
acts of killing in the name of securing their religious belief system
(What is Religious Fundamentalism np). Ostensibly its manifestation
attempts to control human existence, with double jeopardising women,
controlling women’s sexual and reproductive lives. Thus religious
fundamentalists take the responsibility of perpetuating the divinity of
religion by authoritatively dictating all aspects of life, primarily gender
roles and women’s sexuality, which violates the essence of civil
rights and denies them of their basic human rights. As quoted by
Barack Obama who escalates on preserving basic human rights of
women predominantly, by combating the totalitarian regime of religious
fanaticism, “ ‘No, you can’t deny women their basic rights and
pretend it’s about your religious freedom.’ If you don’t like birth
control, don’t use it. Religious freedom doesn’t mean you can force
others to live by your own beliefs.” (np)
One Part Woman, is written in 2010 by Tamil Professor Perumal
Murugan, and translated in English in 2013 by Aniruddhan
Vasudevgan. Perumal Murugan, is the author of ten novels and
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many short stories, with his each writing claiming a change in society.
Perpetuating the league, One Part Woman is a novel based on an
ancient cultural practice prevalent among the people of Tiruchengode,
where childless women are entertained in one of the famous festivals
of the year and are allowed to copulate with any stranger, in the
name of godmen and religious intercourse. One Part Woman is the
story of a farmer couple named, Kali and Ponna, residing in SouthTamil, in 1940s, who even after twelve years of their marriage fail to
deliver a child. The couple is seen enjoying their married life despite
being childless, however, the societal intrusion in their lives on account
of childlessness, psychologically retards them to an extent that they
fail to withstand the comments and fall an easy prey to religious
fundamentalism. Ponna considers Kali as “ ‘a wonder ,’ “ (42), who
in turn dearly loved his wife, for “although he had no children, Kali
was very happy with Ponna” (83). The two typify the best partnership
bond, glorifying the warmth and passion of their relationship,
nevertheless, their society quashes the institution of marriage if
childless. Wherein, everyone in their society seems to have nearly
ostracized them for having failed to come up to the expectation of
societal norms and proved the credibility of their holy wedlock.
The humiliations she had had to suffer because of this one
problem were endless. She could not even go to their own fields
during the sowing season for fear that others would broach the
topic. So she would lock herself inside the house. (113)
The infinite slurs pertaining to the lack of child and their physical
incompetency, as mentioned by the conventional people, keep
thrusting the dogmatic view that “ ‘a woman without her husband
and an inheritance without an heir are the same,’ “ (63). Murugan
lays bare the religion-centric institution of marriage spearheaded by
religious fundamentalists who define terms and conditions partially.
It disapproves pre-marital sex and extra-marital sex, but ratifies
consensual extra-marital sex with a stranger, who is “radiant with
divinity” (139). Murugan, henceforth, throws light on double standards
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of the institution, which on the one side professes to be sacred,
pious and supreme and on the other to be vicious, forceful and
passive. Frances Kissling and Serra Sippel in their article titled
“Women Under Oppressive Regimes: Women and Religious
Fundamentalism” broodingly mention that “religion is one of the
most powerful forces in the world. It profoundly influences our
world view, and gives meaning to our life experiences. At its best,
religion captures the imagination and inspires persons of good faith
to work for justice. At its worst, extreme interpretations of religious
teaching foster fear and breed irrational hatred” (n page). Inundated
and embroiled in the whirlpool of religious fundamentalism, Kali
and Ponna, in order to prove their marriage successful to that same
society, leave no stone unturned be it “an offering to every god they
encountered. For the forest gods, it was a goat sacrifice. For the
temple gods, it was pongal. For some gods, the promises even
doubled” (47). After channelizing their fate in all the stereotypical
tactics to bear child, Ponna surrenders to a chariot-festival in the
temple of Ardhanareeswara, without announcing it to Kali. The
fourteenth-day of the chariot- festival invites all the childless ladies
to come and act as prostitutes for the aimlessly loitering men, for “all
men are gods that night... this child is a boon from god” (138) .
Ponna, on the final day, in the name of god decides to be the part of
the ritual, expecting a stranger, “please appear with a new face, one
I am not familiar with... come to me with a form I like” (221). The
entire incident of one night ends the lovely bond between the two,
when Kali agitatedly shouts, “ ‘you will not be happy. You have
cheated me, you whore...’ “ (240). Religious fundamentalism
rekindles patriarchal hierarchy by tyrannically dictating women’s
position and role in society. Subsequently, religious fundamentalism
is seen as the major reason for the break-down of their relationship.
The two had been sustaining the bond in merriment, unless the void
of childlessness was thrust on to them by society. The solution to
overcome this appalling vacuum was resorting as a victim to religious
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fundamentalism, which further toppled their lives. This foments one
to challenge the distastefully extremist nature of religion, which is
well justified when stated anonymously, “to identify with a religious
ideology and call it the only truth and way, can only lead to
tremendously bad or negative effects- prejudice, bigotry, and all
kinds of violence” (The Negative Effects of Religion np).
In case one fails to meet the expectations of the conventional
society, it then despotically prescribes the gender roles, primarily for a
childless woman. In the novel, the rigid religious society is unwelcoming
and unaccommodative of Ponna, and reduces her to an object of
sexual gratification, the village men consider her to be futile and
therefore, admire her for her figure to satiate their orgasmic lust.
Karuppannan, a palm grove owner, survived by his wife and children,
starts “intercepting Ponna when she went alone to the fields, and
grinning at her ingratiatingly” (101). The fanatically diabolic ideology
then defines the gender roles, Muthu (Ponna’s brother), Kali’s mother,
Kali’s mother-in-law are the mouthpiece of Hindu-fundamentalists in
the novel, who in the name of god insist Ponna to copulate with a
stranger, to “be able to hold out heads high in front of others” (139).
The purpose here is to pay obeisance to the supreme power for the
miraculous creation, but the extreme fundamentalists tend to vitiate its
intricate nuances by enchanting the lopsided religious dogmas. They
seem to be dogmatic and bleak in their perspective, declaring
themselves to be the trailblazers of religious illumination. Ponna, who
is seen as a dedicated partner, entwines in the web of extremism and
blindly embraces to participate in the chariot festival on account of
fundamentalism. In order to placate the inhibitions of conventional
society and prove her marriage a success, she prays, “ if you do not
show me a way this time, the only option I have is to fall from that
hilltop... I am coming today to see the god. I might fail to recognize
you. You have to help me. You have to give me a child” (163-164).
The outcomes of fundamentalism are hazardous, it psychologically
entraps the victim in the labyrinth of illogicality and primitivism.
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Plausibly, religious fundamentalism is a reaction against
modernisation, enlightenment and edification, which is epitomised
through uncle Nallupayyan. He remonstrates every conventional
stereotype and lives life on his own terms, despite societal
allegations. Murugan, advertently presents Nallupayyan as an
epitome of modernization; he “cropped off his head-knot” for
which he is publically snubbed, and is not allowed to “fetch water
from the common well, no one in the village speaks to him” (106).
He surpasses every orthodox protocol, be it intercourse without
marriage, lifelong bachelorette, change of sexual partners, and
happiness in being childless. Subsequently, Perumal Murugan,
efficiently, displays the need to remonstrate the religiously fanatic
society by unleashing tirade on the fundamentalists who debauch
the very basic essence of religion. To challenge the forced
depredating advancement of its blind discourse, that vis-a-vis
defeats the developing growth of the nation, making it physically
and mentally crippled.
This paper thus, endeavours to disenchant humanity from
religious dogmas and urges the modernised world to shield itself
from the appalling impact of fanaticism. It subsequently spotlights
the dire need to enthusiastically combat the totalitarian regime of
religious fundamentalism, by reminding readers of the spiteful
culmination of Kali and Pona’s ardently affectionate bond on the
failure of their endless efforts to conceive a child. They shared a
loving companionship despite being relentlessly hounded by taunts
and insinuations of the conventional lot of rustic residents, ultimately
breech their loving fellowship. The paper explores the detrimental
impact of religious fundamentalists that plays a ferocious role in
petrifying its victims. Hence, there arises an urgency to remonstrate
the traditionally hostile structure of religion which dictates the lives
of innocents through its illogical and uncontested discourse.
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K. B. Kushal’s Poem ‘That Dog’ :
A Web of Myriad Themes
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Abstract
The present paper froms a thematic study of
Kulbhushan Kushal's poem 'That Dog' with a view to
explore the multiple themes expressed in this
apparently simple poem. The intervention of
psychological and socio-cultural perspectives adds to
the complexity informing the poem. The use of differnt
symbols and images in the poem function to award it
different meanings.
Keywords: Images, psychology, symbols .

A poet’s use of images, myths and symbols adds to the
seriousness of poetic intent of expressing and elaborating the
inexpressible. According to T.S. Eliot, ‘a myth represents the tradition
that a given human society carries in its womb and colours the
buildup of the offspring it brings forth in the forms of values and
behavioural norms”(Eliot, 29). The use of images and symbols also
adds to facilitate the hidden meaning of the perceptions that a poet
cannot verbally convey. “Human mind is like an ocean which hides
multitudinous layers of unformed urges, feelings , emotions which
continually try to burst out of the subconscious. Yet the lack of
grasp makes the communication impossible like the lack of potent
heated force for the eruption of a volcano”. (Dyke, 321) The usually
calm looking sea has countless chain –actions going on underneath
its surface. As the restlessness of the sea, so is the restlessness of a
poet’s mind.
This restlessness of a poet paves the way for his\her use of
symbols and images to communicate his\her sense of perceptions to
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the readers which he cannot otherwise communicate. Dr. Kulbhushan
Kushal’s short poem ‘That Dog’” wonderfully conveys his perceptions
of human life related to multiplex themes. The poems reads as;
The dog that chased me
When I was only five
Still runs after me .
After thirty summers
Still it gallops
In the dark lanes
Of my mind.
They say
Dongs survive
Winters a few
May be true
But that dog
I think
Is not dead.
Still it follows me
Still it makes me run ( Kulbhushan Kushal )

The poem , read between the lines , gives an idea tout ensemble
that it deals with the phobia embedded in the poet’s mind at his
early childhood. Here if the dog is interpreted as the symbol of ‘the
chaser’ of misdeeds, the poet presents himself as an urchin
encroaching upon the prohibited. But if the dog is taken as the
‘Keeper of Conscience’ , the phenomenon of the infected infant
psyche reveals itself. During times of the poet’s childhood (fifties of
20th century) there were many things looked upon as taboos. The
breach of honesty, sincerity, rituals, privacy or the acts of stealing,
eavesdropping, cheating; disobedience and its consequent punishment
etc., were the things that could permanently upset the child’s mind.
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The fear of the chaser is so deep-rooted in the poet’s mind
that even after thirty years of his adulthood; it could not purge his
mind of the act that must have gnawed at his feelings.
The other thing that the poem brings to mind is that the poet
might have come across some scene of horror , violence or certain
other things like ‘death’- a dead body on the pyre’ which evokes
fer and penetrates deep into infants’ psyche. The fear bred out of
violence attacks directly the sensitive minds and can many times be
a cause of nightmares or emotional disturbance. However, the fear
in this poem appears otherwise. When the poet painfully exclaims“After thirty summers
Still it gallops
In the dark lanes
Of my mind, it puts the reader in the quandary to understand
whether the phobia that he still suffers from, happens to be ‘a
punch in the hole, indicating that the fear that haunts him for such a
long time (especially when during thirties the disturbing emotions
get intellectualized) happens to be a fear assimilated in his psyche
by espying an act of moral turmoil . It could be that for when the
innocence is assaulted, “the shattered mental build up of a child
can never compensate for any knowledge subsequently gained”
(Norman, 423).
Apart from this , the third section of the poem speaks about
popular misgivings and myths. Firstly, it is many times assumed that
animals like dogs, cats, or any feline animals do die early breeding
scantily. Secondly , it has been a myth in Indian cultural ethos that
dogs haunt even after death. It is perhaps this myth of life-afterdeath that might have taken hjold of the poet’s mind.
The meaning concealed behind all these apparent ideas
expressed in the poem is extremely significant. The metaphor of
infected conscience underscores the loss of ancient value system of
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the Indian culture. In the commercialized world of today the whole
nation is corrupted by the urges of material glamour . The poet
laments this degeneration and exholrs us to restore the sobriety of
cultural norms that our culture so dearly enshrines. Secondly, the
poet might be insinuating the lack of proper parenting. The parents
have the onorous reapo nsibility ot see that the children grow mentally
and physically sound. The outdated traditions and the outmoded
conventions should not hold the kids in fetters since uninitiated kids
develop inhibited notions towards life. Third, the beseting sins like
corruption and sexual tabos should be elegantly modulated and
redeemed by quality education since education is the only moving
force that moulds the minds of children and young men for creation
of a better society. Thus , ‘That Dog’ as poem of myriad themes is
par excellent out of the whole corpus of K.B. Kushal’s poetry: and
perhaps the ‘felix cupa ‘ in the poet’s emotional landscape.
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Chandri As The Priestess in Anantha Murthy’s
Samskara
Dr. Balraj Kaur*
Abstract
The depiction of gender in English literature has been the
norm rather than an exception as literature mirrors life and
life undoubtedly is founded upon the notion of the malefemale relationship confined not only to the world of
homosapiens but to the life of the whole of the plant kingdom
and the animal kingdom. The male-female relationship has
evolved manifold and so has its treatment in literature. In the
Jungian sense, the anima, defined as the feminine in man,
accounts for the androgynous nature of the male psyche
which is realized through the acceptance of the ‘other’, that
is, the feminine. This paper makes an attempt to look at the
depiction of the female gender from the Jungian perspective
in case of the character of Chandri in U. R. Anantha Murthy’s
Samskara. Chandri evolves from being at the periphery of
the social structure to occupying the central spaceof a priestess
in the mind and life of Praneshacharya.
Keywords : gender, androgynous, feminine, anima

The depiction of gender in English literature has been the norm
rather than an exception as literature mirrors life and life undoubtedly
is founded upon the notion of the male-female relationship confined
not only to the world of homosapiens but to the life of the whole of
the plant kingdom and the animal kingdom. The male-female
relationship has evolved manifold and so has its treatment in literature.
In the Jungian sense, the anima, defined as the feminine in man,
accounts for the androgynous nature of the male psyche which is
realized through the acceptance of the ‘other’, that is, the feminine.
This paper makes an attempt to look at the depiction of the female
gender from the Jungian perspective in case of the character of Chandri
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in U. R. AnanthaMurthy’s Samskara. Chandri evolves from being at
the periphery of the social structure to occupying the central spaceof
a priestess in the mind and life of Praneshacharya. Her movement
from being at the periphery to taking up the role of a priestess and
initiating Praneshacharya on to the path of individuation, defined by
Carl Jung as the “coming of selfhood” or “self-realization” (Two Essays
173) is the focus of this article.
U. R. AnathaMurthy’s Samskaradepicts the journey of
Praneshacharya’s psyche from being a conformist to the Brahmanical
code to being an individuated being occasioned by the death of
Naranappa, a fellow Brahmin, who had become an apostate.
Praneshacharya is highly learned, deeply religious widely known,
strict disciplinarian, avowed moralist, who has steered his life towards
the attainment of moksha. He is the Veda Shiromini, The Crest
Jewel of Vedic Learning, relentlessly doing good to earn respect
and reverence from the community he is a part of, and to attain
salvation, the ultimate goal of human life. However life places him in
a state of dilemma when Naranappa’s death demands him to take a
decision on the community’s behalf regarding his funeral. Naranappa
had flouted all rules of brahminhood by deserting his wife, cohabiting
with a Muslim woman Chandri, committing acts of religious sacrilege,
resorting to consuming liquor and meat, and thus had been ostracized
though not officially and formally excommunicated from the Brahmin
fold. Chandri comes to Praneshacharya’s house to inform him of
Naranappa’s demise. It is from this point of time that Chandri,
Naranappa’s mistress, is introduced as being at the periphery of the
social structure. Praneshacharya’s first impulse is to avoid meeting
her as she was an untouchable but somehow he meets and gets to
be informed of Naranappa’s death. Having done that Chandri exits
from the scene and Praneshacharya prepares to find out the course
of action to be taken. He consults the holy books, sits up the whole
night but all in vain. Meanwhile the whole agrahara is without food
ad prayer, and is eagerly waiting for Praneshacharya to pronounce
the judgement. With knowledge failing to come to rescue he walks
into the forest to plead before Lord Maruti to show him the way but
the Lord also fails him. Then he is reminded of his sick and infirm
wife and starts moving homewards. On the way he comes across
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Chandri. Praneshacharya, who had till now been uninitiated into the
world of sexuality, gets exposed to the dormant physical hungers
and ends up in Chandri’s arms. This chance meeting with Chandri
no doubt tempts him to the world of sexuality but it also is
instrumental in exposing him to the world that lay suppressed within
under the heavy burden of duty and religion. It is Chandri who like
a priestess conducts him on the road to self-discovery.
Praneshacharya, the priest entrusted with the task of guiding the
Brahmin world, now at this juncture is being guided by Chandri.
She guides him into the hitherto unknown aspects of his inner self.
By offering Praneshacharya food, comfort and fulfillment,
Chandri initiates him into the world of the flesh and places him at a
turning point in his life and career where his past and present point
out to the binaries of life. Physical liaison with Chandri elicits in him
a behavior that he had not anticipated. His long neglected anima in
the form of his mother makes it presence felt. He cries out amma
like a child, referring to his mother, mother being the first carrier of
the anima figure in any man’s life. Carl Jung states that “the archetype
of the anima which in a man’s psychology invariably appears at first,
mingled with the mother image” (The Archetypes 82).
Praneshacharya’s escapade with Chandri leaves him at a juncture
where he perceives that his present runs counter to all that his past
stood for. This new situation puts him on the road to a rediscovery of
his self as SurekhaDangwal puts it: “It is this particular movement
when he discovers that there is a sakshi in him” (166). The sakshi, the
witness, that has always been in him, begins to see and comprehend
what the acharya has neither seen nor bothered to see because of
being blindfolded by him excessively programmed and coded existence.
This sakshi takes him down the memory lane and he is able to see his
past devoid of any guise of goodness and morality. She helps him
perceive himself with a renewed gaze and vision that was simply out
of use earlier.
Chandri considered untouchable, immoral and a social outcast
is not devoid of her essential and elemental womanhood. Her offering
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of all her gold jewelleryfor Naranappa’s funeral is an act of
“compassion – the human gold – which Chandri evinced by offering
her ornaments was not found either in the acharya or in his Brahmin
society. Chandri’s offer of gold was an act of faith in man which the
agrahara could not project in a crisis. Her gold only exposed the
vacuity of the order” (Sundari 68). She shows her practical sense in
cremating Naranappa’s body with the help of a Muslim friend Ahmed
Bari as opposed to the community’s undue delay and hesitation in
conducting his cremation. Further Chandri leads to Praneshacharya’s
growth following his stagnation caused by his excessive dependence
on the social and religious code. Parthasarathyhas called
Praneshacharya “trija, thrice born” (196) on his meeting with Chandri
and getting initiated into the world of passion. He gains the maturity
to reorient himself regarding Mahabala, Putta, Bhagirathi, Chandri
and last but not the least, he himself. He becomes bold enough to
move out of the confines of the agrahara and the identity that such
confinement had restored upon him. This movement out of the narrow
confines helps him on his quest to selfhood, realize his self and take
decisions about himself independently. Now he graduates to
adulthood, recognizes and realizes the need to identify his self and
co-ordinate that self with the social self. Chandri comes to occupy
the centre stage in his psyche ushering him into a threshold stage
where “he recognizes the fact of human interdependence more sharply
than he had ever before …. No man, he begins to understand, is an
island …. His mind now begins to brood over profound questions
of human freedom and responsibility” (Gupta 23). He sets himself
on the road to individuation as a result of his anima integration with
Chandri, a process which brings an individual to have a more
meaningful and productive relationship with the society. Thus Chandri
as the anima figureas a priestessshows him the way to internal and
psychic growth, accept his natural self and become prepared to
take up his responsibilities towards the self and the society in a
more humane and mature manner, and ultimately pave the path
towards greater depth and height of his psychic development.
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Still I Rise is the title poem of Maya Angelou’s third volume of
poetry And Still I Rise. One of the greatest modern writers of
African-American literature, (1928-2014) she wielded her pen
to raise her voice against racial oppression, injustice and hatred
meted out to her individually and to her community as a whole.
In this poem too she talks about the hardships faced by her race
and how the likes of her dared to break the barriers and moved
ahead. The word ‘Still’ says it all. At first read the poem appears
to be subjective. ‘You may write me down in history’ the opening
line makes the readers believe that the word ‘me’ is about
narrator and ‘You’ is about a specific person addressed to; but
seen broadly, the ‘You’ stands for all those who have written
distorted history and spread hatred. Similarly, ‘me’ stands for
black community as a whole. Like the first stanza, other stanzas
also end with words Still I Rise. Repetition in the end is intentional
as she wants to send a strong message that blacks love to be
themselves and rejoice in their physical beauty, and also their
ability to rise from dust like air, like sun, like moon and the tides.
Like black ocean, she and others from her race rise constantly
to fulfill the dreams of their ancestors by asserting their
individuality and refusing to be cowed down by the oppression.
She drives home her message with the help of appropriate
metaphors and similes; the sarcastic humor lends the right flavor
to the tone of the poem.
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The last decades of 20th century saw the rise and success of
many black women writers in the field of Afro-American literature
(Af-Am is the short form). Maya Angelou appeared on the literary
scene with the publication of her autobiographical book I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969) which was celebrated as nonfictional best-seller. From then onwards, she wielded her pen to
express anguish, pain, hurt of her race against oppression, racial
injustice, sexual prejudices and societal hatred.
“Maya Angelou’s influences were not people, were not writers,
but leaders of her times like Malcom and Martin Luther King Jr.
with whom she worked aggressively as a civil rights champion.”
(edublog.org) King Jr.’s assassination shook her completely and it
was then she wrote her first autobiography “as a protest against the
racial violence.”. Michael Berkowitz is of the view that “her constant
energy produced the creative acts which allowed her to leave the
strands of violence, pain, loss, discovery, friendship and passion into
a uniquely American experience, popular and accessible.”
(huffingtonpost.com)
“She published more than 30 titles and received more than 50
honorary degrees.” (Newsblog.drexel.edu) Her literary work was
highly acclaimed and greatly impacted the social fibre of the United
States of America. She was awarded Langston Hughes Medal in
1991; National Medal of Arts in 2002; Presidential Medal of
Freedom in 2010. Her book of Poetry Just Give Me a Cool Drink
of Water’ fore I Diiie was nominated for Pulitzer Prize. Still I Rise is
the title poem of her third volume of poetry And Still I Rise.
According to Andrew Spicy Still I Rise is a powerful,
empowering poem all about struggle to overcome prejudice and
injustice. It is a reminder of the abuse of power by those who sit in
the government, judiciary, in the military and in the police force. For
members of the public foir society, it sends out clear message of
hope. No matter the circumstances, there must always be hope to
cling to. (owlcation.com)
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The word ‘Still’ encompasses the pain, hurt, anguish and
humiliation and also the defiance and boldness. ‘I’ here represents
not only the narrator but also her community, and ‘Rise’ represents
assertion of individuality. The title of the poem is self-explanatory.
She herself admitted once to George Plimpton that like Frederick
Douglas, she speaks in the first person singular talking about the first
person plural always saying ‘I’ meaning ‘We.’
(www.poetryfoundation.org). Let us have a look at the poem and
analyse it in this light.
You may write me down in history
With your bitter, twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I’ll rise.
Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
‘Cause I walk like I’ve got oil wells
Pumping in my living room.
Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I’ll rise.
Did you want to see me broken?
Bowed head and lowered eyes?
Shoulders falling down like teardrops,
Weakened by my soulful cries?
Does my haughtiness offend you?
Don’t you take it awful hard
‘Cause I laugh like I’ve got gold mines
Diggin’ in my own backyard.
You may shoot me with your words,
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You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I’ll rise.
Does my sexiness upset you?
Does it come as a surprise
That I dance like I’ve got diamonds
At the meeting of my thighs?
Out of the huts of history’s shame
I rise
Up from a past that’s rooted in pain
I rise
I’m a black ocean, leaping and wide,
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear
I rise
Into a daybreak that’s wondrously clear
I rise
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the slave.
I rise
I rise
I rise.
At the first read the poem appears to be subjective. ‘you may
write me down in history’ –the opening line makes the readers believe
that world ‘you’ is about a specific person addressed to and ‘me’ is
about the narrator of the poem. But seen broadly ‘you’ stands for all
those who have written distorted history and spread hatred. Similarly,
‘me’ stands for the black community as a whole and also for the
narrator. The poem appears to be a celebration of self. The first
stanza sets the tone of the poem; her defiant spirit telling the white
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historians that she does not bother what lies they have written as
history and the atrocities heaped on her or her community, she is not
going to surrender and leave hope as she has the ability “to rise like
phoenix each time she is bent by oppression” (Rukhaya M.K.) She
challenges them to say what they want, hate as much as they can still,
like dirt again she will rise.
She vociferously asserts that history always reflects biased
and distorted view and ‘in spite of bitter twisted lies’ of the historians
about black community and their derogatory comments on them,
she will not be cowed down and rise from the dirt like a ‘phoenix’.
Here, the word ‘You’ is used for the society as a whole that divides
people on race and religion basis. She laughs at the whites who are
annoyed at her being insolent and impertinent and her s’.behaving as
if she has got all the wealth: ‘I’ve got oil wells pumping in my living
room’ literally means asuccessful person. She revels in her physical
assests and sexiness giving two hools to what others say about it.
She wonders why her ‘sassiness’ which is the expression of her
audacious self stuns them. In the same vein she talks of moon, sun
and tides which rise again and again and her capacity to be like
them and rise again after being bent with injustice and torture. Her
belief in herself enthuses her to do so.
In fourth stanza she questions the white race that in the past
when they committed atrocities on black did they want to see blacks
broken down with ‘lowered eyes’ heads down and ‘shoulder falling’
with oppression. If so, they are in for a shock as it has not happened
and she and her ilk have raised their heads as if ‘I have got goldmines
digging in my background’ literally meaning she enjoys being rich
and happy. In a sarcastic tone she asks than (oppressors) whether
herself confidence upsets and offends them; she vehemently declares
that they can hate, abuse or downtrod her but like air she will
always rise again. She laughs at their uneasiness on seeing her black
beauty which she adores. She revels in her sexiness and ‘dance like
I’vegot diamonds in the meeting of my thighs’ literally meaning she is
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proud of her physical attributes. The last two stanzas represent her
determination to cross all barriers and achieve what her ancestors
always wanted. She declares vehemently that all the shame and pain
of history of past won’t deter her and like ‘black ocean’ which
keeps on ‘welling and swelling’, she will leave behind the reign of
terror and fear and rise again to fight for justice, equal rights and
love for all irrespective of caste and creed.
It is evident here that her dreams are not her dreams only
these are the dreams of all her ancestors who worked as slaves and
dreamt of a society where inequality and injustice due to race and
religion, caste and creed-would vanish and they will lead lives like
others full of hope and sunshine.
This simple yet powerful 43 lined poem consists of 7 fourlined stanzas and 2 long stanzas in the end,totallingup to 9 stanzas.
Similies like ‘But still, like dust, I’ll rise’; metaphors like ‘I am black
ocean, leaping and wide’, and ‘I am the dream and hope of the
slave’, have been used aptly to convey her resoluteness. The defiant
tone is emphasized with aggressive words like shoot, cut, kill in the
sixth stanza. Similarly, she deliberately uses words like sassiness and
sexiness to highlight her sexuality and declares unashamedly that she
is proud of her black beauty. In doing so, she sends a strong
message to the women of her community that love yourself as you
are and be proud of your personality/individuality. The sarcastic
humour can’t be missed and it lends a special flavor to the poem
Like the first stanza, other stanzas too end with words Still I Rise.
Repetition is intentional to send a strong message to society about
her unending fight for social justice. Maya’s contemporary Zora
Neale Huston remarked that: “black woman is the mule of the
world bearing all the disrespect imaginable on her own feeble
shoulders. In Still I Rise Angelou expresses faith in the notion that
black woman will ultimately be able to put off this weight from her
shoulders and stand tall and proud” (beamingnotes.com). This poem
is considered an anthem by her race as it serves as a beacon of
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hope for them and gives them courage to continue their fight against
prejudice and injustice. It can be aptly called an anthem of
indomitable spirit.
In fact author holds universal appeal for the oppressed and
the rebel all over the worlds, Chua Jun Yan, a young poet from
Singapore has this to say about Still I Rise:
My personal rebel hero is Maya Angelou, a prominent
advocate of racial and gender equality in the United States. I was
14 when I first came across these lines from her:
“You may write me down in history
with your bitter twisted lies,
you may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I’ll rise.”
Despite the generational and geographical gap between us,
her words spoke to me as they would have to contemporaries. The
time and place might be different, but the sentiments are shared: the
drive of destiny to bring down entrenched in justices, and the sense
of liberation from over throwing the established order. Whenever I
have felt alone in my little rebellions, Maya has been there. (http://
ypn.poetrysociety.org. “Little wonder that Nelson Mandela read the
poem at his inauguration in 1994, having spent 27 years in jail”
(owlcation.com) Her another poem which she wrote and read at the
first inauguration of President Bill Clinton in 1999, On the Pulse of
Morning left the audience spell-bound. Both these poems hold special
place in the hearts of Af-Am Community.
In one of her Facebook posts (2011) she wrote: “My mission
in life is not merely to survive but to thrive; and to do so with passion,
some compassion, some humour and some style.” Her fight for civil
liberties and her literary work bears testimony to the fact that she lived
and worked with passion for the upliftment of her race. Her work is
“representative rather than individual, authoritative rather than
confessional.” (en.m.wikipedia.org). There is a mixture of anger and
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humour in her work like in Still I Rise where her sarcastic tone gives
the right flavor to the content of the poem. Michelle Obama speaking
about Maya Angelou at her memorial service summed her contribution
to the Af-Am community in these words:

The Jazz Era and F. Scott Fitzgerald :
An Unearthing of the Decadent 1920s Through
an Analysis of The Great Gatsby and The
Beautiful and The Damned

“In so many ways Maya Angelou knew us. She knew our
hope, our pain, our ambition, our fear, air anger, our shame and she
assured us that in spite of it all, in fact because of it all, we were
good. An in doing so she paved the way for me and Oprah and so
many others just to be our good old black women selves.
(theguardian.com)

Ishita Sareen *
Abstract
In this paper, my aim is to represent the depiction of the
female figure in the Jazz Age literature. In this pursuit, I
have picked two of Fitzgerald’s novels, The Great Gatsby
and The Beautiful and Damned. Written by Fitzgerlad to
record the impulses of 1920s America, my effort will be to
delineate the themes associated with women in his work. I
conclude with the assertion that Fitzgerlad portrays women
torn between tradition and modernity. The impenetrable and
frivolous nature of the flapper woman is, in fact, a guise for
the perils of attempting to be enfranchised in the 1920s; for
instance, women in his novels cherish this unattainable desire
without financial autonomy. The limitations of their lives are
thus observed keenly by the author and portrayed in the
flighty figure of the flapper, but in desiring excess, his heroines
fail the moral litmus test of the American dream.

A befitting tribute to the multifaceted personality which gave a
knock at every black woman’s heart and made them feel proud of
themselves. There is celebration of self, assertion of individuality in
all her works. It is about the realization of dreams seen by black
women of standing on equal footing in society.
When she breathed her last she was remembered by President
Obama as “One of the brightest lights of our time –a brilliant writer,
a fierce friend and a truly phenomal woman” (Wikipedia.org).
Phenomal woman with phenomal work –that is how she will
be remembered always in literary field and by African-American
community for whom she lived and died.
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an embodiment of these new values. Although she is often
contemporarily seen as a mere fashion icon of the bygone Jazz Age,
the flapper should essentially be seen as one of the great authentic
characters in American history. A virtual emblem of American
modernity, she and all she stood for were envied, desired, feared,
and emulated throughout much of the Western world, and it was
Fitzgerald’s particular version of the flapper that “women imitated
for more than four decades” (124).
In this paper, I focus on these women of the Jazz Age
through two of Fitzgerald’s novels, The Great Gatsby and The
Beautiful and Damned. They depict American high society life in
the 1920s, and this world of New York high society is best
portrayed by women. My major effort is to delineate the themes
associated with women of this age. The paper has been divided
into three sections to facilitate reading.
I
A ‘flapper’, in the populist imagination, was a young woman
who adopted modes of behavior that their mothers were
unaccustomed to and frankly enjoyed doing anything their elders
disapproved of. The signified, going by Saussurian diction, would
be that of a girl in a short dress with a cigarette in her mouth while
dancing to jazz. F. Scott Fitzgerald envisioned the flapper as a
liberated young woman who lived and enjoyed the Jazz Age. His
wife, Zelda, was an inspiration for a number of his literary heroines
while being a much sought after celebrity of the period. In the
early part of the decade, they embodied the carefree and optimistic
atmosphere of the post-war days. Thousands of young women
took up flappers as their role models, and Fitzgerald helped
spread the change that was taking place in American society,
especially those concerning the behavior of the young who were
enjoying the risky atmosphere that pervaded the victory of the
Allied in the First World War.
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The older generation was alarmed amidst a common hesitancy
and inability to understand the lifestyle of the youth while stories and
magazine articles helped to keep flappers the stylish in-thing in the
popular imagination. With the Suffragettes gaining steady ground
and feminist movements breaking out in the States and especially
Europe , this style of the youth gained, even more, prominence. The
twenties, partly with the emergence of the flapper, saw a distinct
change in the position of women in American society. Besides
winning the vote on August 18, 1920, there was a widespread
assumption that women were rapidly gaining financial independence.
Even if this turned out to be a myth of the times, in their leisure
activities young women were definitely challenging old traditions that
stymied patriarchy and bartered independence for a lifetime of
servitude in the traditional roles of daughter, wife, and mother.
In literature, flappers did not appear out of anywhere; freespirited and independent young women had been of interest to
earlier American writers as wel1. The difference was that whereas
previous writers were concerned with possibilities of tragedy in their
situation, Fitzgerald portrayed them with admiration, celebrating their
adventurous characters.
One of the most noticeable changes during the twenties
happened in women's dress and their body. The flapper dress was
designed to draw attention to the body and the girls who adopted
the essence of being a flapper did not shirk from talking about it
either. The ideal body was thin and quite boyish - almost exactly as
the description of Jordan Baker in The Great Gatsby: "She was a
slender, small-breasted girl, with an erect carriage, which she
accentuated by throwing her body backward at the shoulders
like a young cadet."
Jordan is a champion golfer; thus, her appearance reflects her
physical strength. Even when she is reading, Fitzgerald emphasizes
her physique: " ... she turned a page with a flutter of slender
muscles in her arms" (Fitzgerald 1925: 15). At Gatsby's party, she
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still appears to be sporty: " ... she wore her evening dress, all her
dresses, like sports clothes - there was a jauntiness about her
movements as if she had first learned to walk upon golf courses on
clean, crisp mornings” (20).

convenience were common enough. Now, the young did not completely
reject the morality of their elders but instead, they redefined it according
to their own standards. They made a “simple rediscovery –‘love is
erotic’ ” (Fass 101).

There has been some misapprehension that the twenties fashion
in some way de-sexualized women. The loose dresses were
defended on the ground of practicality but the silk stockings,
the bare knees and light fabrics worn during winter were signs of
a very frank accentuation of sex appeal. The slim waistline and
modern, loose-fitting clothes were, in the context of the
decade, considered sexually attractive, as well as the idea of women
who were not wearing corsets. Trilling defines Jordan Baker in The
Great Gatsby as ''vaguely homosexual [sic]" (in Buman 107),
apparently basing his view on the masculine terms that Jordan is
supposed to inhabit with her portrayal.

In Fitzgerald's love scenes, even though he deals with sexuality,
the manners of the young, and later, infidelity (even incest) his
writing about sex is always veiled pointing to a slight inheritance of
the Victorian distaste for the same. Gloria in The Beautiful and
Damned, in spite of her wild reputation, is a virgin until she marries
and later when disappointed in her marriage, she still finds the
mere idea of infidelity impossible. Still, Fitzgerald portrays the
sexual dilemmas of young women in the twenties better than most.
Ideas of sexual liberation were in the air, but there was still a
social code that dictated the rules a girl was supposed to follow.
Gloria is well-versed in all of them. Even she is referred to as a
"public drinking glass" as so many lips have touched hers, neither
the author nor the characters question her morality, and she is thus
able to keep her good name in the marriage market. Fitzgerald
shows an understanding of the expectations society had of young
women, even though the decade was filled with talk of sexual
liberation. In The Beautiful and Damned, Gloria declares: “I think
a woman should be able to kiss a man beautifully and romantically
without any desire to be either his wife or his mistress" (Fitzgerald
1922: 113). This emphasizes perfectly that young women desired
to live according to their own standards but were still unable to
completely break away from tradition .

A signature short no-nonsense haircut was another badge of
the flapper. It was cut short, or ‘bobbed’, in the term of the day,
and this style spread gradually from young women to all ages.
Before the 1920s, the style was still unusual, and in The Beautiful
and Damned, Scott underlines Gloria's daring nature by having her
bob her hair five or six years before it came into fashion. Looking a
little ‘boyish’ was, in fact, glamorous.
Fass in her book remarks that it must not be overlooked that
wearing loose dresses which made corsets unnecessary and having
her hair cut short, even though not sexually charged as such, still
brought to mind a freer spirit and implied on open attitude. Appearance
and behavior that seem unattractive in the eyes of critics in later times
were considered sexually exciting at the time. Most historians have
noted that the twenties were a turning point in sexual behavior. The
change was gradual, moving from the Victorian double standard
towards freer sexual habits. Earlier, especially among the middle class,
women were considered to be morally pedestalized. Young women
were supposed to wait for the right man to appear and marriages of

Fitzgerald, who in his early fiction captured the appearance
and spirit of 1920'sflappers, managed to portray their attitudes
toward love and marriage, too, in his fiction. Fitzgerald's early
heroines and flappers look to get married quite consciously and
make a serious business of it. Most of them are romantics, but
only to an extent. When it comes to choosing a husband, practical
issues come first. Considering his own background, it is hardly
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surprising that one of the reoccurring themes in Fitzgerald's early
fiction is true love being cast aside because of the power of
money. In Fitzgerald' s fiction, happy marriage unions are a rare
phenomenon, with problems ranging from conflicting careers or
infidelities to dishonesty and incompatible characters. The girls
who marry are full of romantic notions of a carefree life while the
‘right’ man often cannot face the reality of marriage.
But, The Beautiful and The Damned marks a point of moving
beyond flapper stories. Gloria is his first married a heroine, a girl who
lived her youth as the wildest of flappers, and later finds it difficult to
settle into the traditional role of a housewife. Gloria is no innocent
when she marries, already being a veteran of love affairs. She enters
the marriage full of dreams and comments in her diary: "I want to
marry Anthony because husbands are so often 'husbands' and I must
marry a lover" (Fitzgerald1922:146). In effect, she wants her marriage
to be a love affair that lasts all her life and she does not want to worry
about any practical details. On the other hand, she is also choosing a
husband on the grounds of financial security, as in the beginning of the
novel Anthony is still the sole heir to a noticeable fortune.
Often, characters are not able to adjust to the realities of
marriage and the changes that happen around them. Their romantic
notion of marriage comes face to face with realities of marriage.
There are various reasons why Fitzgerald heroines have unsuccessful
marriages. Gloria and Anthony’s problem is that they cannot stay
young forever and when forced by circumstance to deal with life's
realities they are unprepared for them. Their attempt to stay young
and beautiful forever is doomed in the beginning but that is beyond
their comprehension. To Gloria, her own beauty is the only thing
that never failed her, and the ultimate disaster comes when she
discovers a wrinkle and she breaks in sobs: "I don't want to live
without my pretty face!"(Fitzgerald 1922:404).
Anthony and Gloria hang on to their youth, beauty, and dreams
of their future wealth, instead of drawing strength from the very
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compatible companionship that they have with each other, at least at
the beginning of their marriage. Anthony and Gloria are also affected
by the on-going party of the twenties, and their surroundings certainly
contribute to their eventual ruin. Fitz’s point seems to be that The
Beautiful and Damned should be read as a condemnation of
materialism and hedonism predominant in the twenties and that people
like Anthony and Gloria would have solved their problems more
easily had they not had Jazz Age lifestyle ruining them. The novel
certainly has the same sense of doom that is present in many other
Fitzgerald's stories in which he criticizes the hedonistic side of the
Jazz Age.
However, in The Great Gatsby, we encounter a different type
of Jazz Age marriage. Daisy, although in love with Tom, marries him
as she wants to find some kind of a solution to her restlessness. She
is soon disappointed, however, when she discovers her husband's
infidelity. She proceeds to have an affair with Gatsby but she returns
to Tom at the end of the novel. She chooses a familiar life with Tom,
even if much of it is only "drift[ing] here and there unrestfully wherever
people played polo and were rich together " (Fitzgerald 1925:6). In
the end, they "weren't happy ... and yet they weren't unhappy
either"(93).
Daisy's "sophistication" (13) is a pretense but that does not
mean that it would be useless to make a study of her character. As
one critic comments, her fake sophistication seems to point at the
"decade's false values"(Massa in Allen 150) that put an emphasis on
hedonistic lifestyle. It is fair to assume that the emptiness in Tom and
Daisy's life suggest a comparison with the twenties, of people being
too busy having fun to ever sit down and think about what is really
important to them. Daisy, in the end, does not have the courage to
leave her husband and take a chance with Gatsby or to confess her
part in the fatal car crash that kills Myrtle. She prefers instead to
pretend that nothing has happened, which makes her seem
unsympathetic and cowardly. Dyson refers to this when he remarks
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that Daisy ''vanishes from the novel at the very point when, if she
existed at all, she would start being really there" (Dyson in Buman
114). Massa probably has the same theme in mind when she
comments: "She is insubstantial as the ballooning white dresses she
wears, as shallow as her white powder" (Massa in Allen150). Tom's
wealth protects Daisy materially and his overbearing character
relieves her from the responsibility of taking any real control of her
own life. She adopts the attitude of a sophisticated and “rich little
thing” (Aldridge in Buman 36) that makes her appear such a shallow
person that she is usually seen as (Bewley in Buman 133).
In the end, she is too afraid to take a risk with Gatsby and
unprepared to leave her protected life with Tom. It is possible to
see Daisy as not so different from many other women of the era, in
the middle of conflicting ideas of traditional marriage and romantic
love, against the ideas of personal freedom that were so much
talked about in the twenties. Daisy receives the upbringing of a
southern belle and she tries to accept the traditional role of a good
wife who looks away from her husband's infidelities. Still, she believes
in love and romance, and once she returns to her life with Gatsby,
she lets herself go with emotions one more time. She ultimately finds
that she is not strong enough to walk out of the life she has built with
Tom. Daisy is caught between conflicting needs and ideas, and
Fitzgerald portrays her as doing her best to hide her inner confusion.
It is only in sudden glimpses that the reader has a chance to
see beyond Daisy's surface projection, such as her jealousy of Tom
at Gatsby's party, when her seeing him flirt with another woman
brings back the pain of his recurring infidelities. (Fitzgerald 1925:68)
Another such instance is the scene where Daisy tells Nick about the
birth of her baby and wishing her daughter will grow up to be "a
beautiful little fool" (13). In the words of Sarah Beebe Fryer, "Daisy's
remarks about the child's birth are pitiful, but they are rooted in the
authority of bitter experience, and they are not shallow" (Fryer in
Buman 34).
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II
The Great Gatsby is highly symbolic to the 1920s America as
a whole, especially to the disintegration of the American dream in an
era of unprecedented prosperity and material excess. Fitzgerald
portrays the 1920s as an era of decayed social and moral values,
evidenced in its overarching cynicism, greed, and empty pursuit of
pleasure. The reckless jubilance that led to decadent parties and
wild jazz music—epitomized by the opulent parties that Gatsby
throws every Saturday night—resulted in the corruption of the
overarching American dream, as the unrestrained desire for money
and pleasure surpassed more noble goals. Fitzgerald stated,
“Americans tend to perceive the American Dream as a promise of
unjust hostility as well as the freedom to advance and achieve
success. Part of that dream is that all, not just the privileged few,
share in this promise” (Hearne in Allen 4). For Fitzgerald, the
American Dream is beautiful yet grotesquely flawed and distorted.
Just as Americans have given America meaning through their
dreams for their own lives, Gatsby instills Daisy with a kind of
idealized perfection that she neither deserves nor possesses. Gatsby’s
dream is ruined by the unworthiness of its object, just as Gatsby
was really the boy pursuing the American Dream, never knowing
that the dream which his idealism had created was not worthy of
him. Through The Beautiful and The Damned and The Great Gatsby,
Fitzgerald reveals how the road to success and the motivation to
achieve the American Dream only corrupted the inner being.
One striking aspect of Fitzgerald's married women is their
rather distant relationship with their children. Gloria's mother in
The Beautiful and Damned is a similar character, a woman who
sincerely wants the best for her daughter, but finds it difficult to talk
to her. At one point she tells Anthony about her daughter's
string of engagements, making men desperately in love with her,
but, a11 of a sudden, not going to parties anymore (Fitzgerald
1922:79, 81). She is confused by her daughter's behavior, not
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understanding why she does not just marry and settle down.
In The Beautiful and Damned Gloria and Anthony never
seriously even discuss the possibility of having children but it is
implicit that Gloria's dread of responsibility stretches on to
babies as well. To her, childbearing is something that only
lower class unattractive women should engage in, and when
she thinks she might be pregnant, she is horrified at the idea of
losing her figure and cries: "It is an indignity for me" (203 204, emphasis in the original).
In most of Fitzgerald' s writings the heroines, as was the
habit of upper-class women at the time, leave their children in the
hands of nannies. In The Great Gatsby, Daisy's only contact with
her daughter seems to be the times when she has a chance to
show off her pretty little girl. Daisy's wish about her child growing
up to be a beautiful little fool has been often cited in various
contexts shows her frustration at growing up in a stiflingly
traditional atmosphere. Leaving children in the care of nannies was
normal at the time, especially in the upper social classes, so
spending only a little time with their children did not signify a lack
of affection in mothers. On the other hand, it must be
acknowledged that many of Fitzgerald's heroines show little
interest in having children or starting families.
Fitzgerald, of course, often described women striving for at
least a degree of independence, and a strong urge for being a
mother would have been a contradiction in their characters. The
heroines in his flapper stories, for instance, may marry for
financial reasons, but rather to be able to lead the kind of
lives they want, rather than supporting lots of children. Money is
certainly an underlying force in many of Fitzgerald's heroines'
lives, in making their decisions and in the way it shapes their
characters. Being a social observer, and having experienced the
importance of social class in his youth, Fitzgerald could not ignore
the effect of wealth on people. Gloria and Anthony, for instance,
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base their whole life on the expectation of an inheritance, and
this leads to their inability to live in the present.
Much has been written about the influence of money on Daisy,
and how she symbolizes both its attraction and the corruption it
brings. Her leisure class roots make her a person who can just drive
away from the scene of an accident and later pretend nothing
has happened. Fitzgerald seems to be suggesting that it is precisely
the social class that makes people act blatantly in their own interest.
Money as a destructive force is, then, a definite theme in
Fitzgerald ' s fiction. In The Beautiful and Damned, Gloria and
Anthony are ruined in part because they regard living without
money as impossible and disgusting.
The themes of love and money are brought together more
fully in The Great Gatsby. Nick points out her main attraction
by commenting: "Her voice is full of money." (Fitzgerald
1925:76) Daisy is attractive but she seems, anyhow, a shallow
individual who has not used her money for anything substantial.
In the end, money is what transforms her into a destructive force
and what eventually brings ruin to Gatsby. Daisy, however, has
been a victim of her own class because she was brought up to be
"a beautiful little fool". Even as a part of her resents her social class
and its lifestyle, she is so used to the way things are, that she does
not desire any change in her circumstance.
III
The themes of love and money and the difficulty of
combining the two pleasures comes up repeatedly. Fitz’s heroines
are often confronted with the difficulties of choosing between
love and money, tradition and the modern world. They usually try
to find a solution in marriage, but they are seldom seen to find real
happiness. Fitzgerald became a spokesman for the younger
generation and his early heroines were role models to young
women all over the country. While Fitzgerald was a keen social
observer, and issues such as sexual behavior and attitudes toward
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love and sex, smoking and drinking, and overall defiance of
the older generation and its standards, and a redefinition of
values and morality are all present in his flapper stories.
His heroines often yearn for independence, but especially
he seldom creates female characters with real financial autonomy,
emphasizing the fact that women in his era did not usually have any
choice but to marry. Fitzgerald's women characters show a variety
of lifestyles in the twenties and thirties, from traditional women and
wild flappers in the early part of his career, to mature women in
charge of their own lives in his later stories. He examined the
effects of social changes and tradition, as well as social
classes, money , and work, showing greater insight as his career
went on. Fitzgerald's flappers are girls who enjoy life to the fullest,
and one can see them as role models for young women
searching for personal liberation.
Thus, Fitz’s women in general and those in these two novels,
in particular, redefine what it meant to be a woman in a tumultuous
era while also underlining the limited array of options available to
them. Emancipation, for Daisy and Gloria, remains a dream in spite
of their flapper tendencies. But Fitzgerald blames the excesses of
the society in the Jazz era as well as their garbled notions of liberty
in equal proportion and thus tries to remain true to his label as a
chronicler of the 1920s.
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Forgiveness
Hemani Kashikar*
If I wrote this every day, will it start meaning too?
‘I forgive you’ I want it to ring true
Washed in my own serenity
I want the mornings to feel free too
And each night when I sleep
I want my eyes to close without searching
Nothing, no one…not even you
Can it bring me the peace I seek
For within me happens the eternity dance
Seek, sought, lost or found
All… my mind confounds
Will I ever come up for breath again
The songs of winds blowing through my hair
And I… no more deaf, blind or … dead.

Silly me
Each cell in my body
Carries the infinite wisdom
Handed down to me in my genes
I sometimes listen to the information
When I stop trying to live the life as I imagine it
And when I hear, I become the vessel
Like many before and after me
In the silence of my heart
I discover the ‘Me’
Complete and bountiful
I also see me – infinite and insignificant!
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And then the noise comes rushing back
Me, he, she, they…Gosh! Even it!
Stay, stay, please stay my mind
Out of my way!

Dreams
And then there are dreams…impossible and effervescent
The shapes of future that never comes
Creating a present to which I am never present
Closing my eyes to possibilities … for the ideal?
Ha...ha…ha…
Impossible and effervescent…
Cancerous in their very putrefaction
But I must live for the ideal
For the divinity of whole
Creating cleaning caring
Strengthening and centering my core
Believing and breathing …one deep breath at a time
Rising each day…reaching out to my sublime self
Dreaming another little detail in future
Managing yet one more today, living for another day!

You
He said close your eyes and focus within
I did, and saw you!
I heard the voice chanting the God’s name
And all I heard was…you!
Every pore I opened to receive the divine light
Filled up with you!
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My eyes, lips, fingers…to the last toe
In my open vulnerable being
All I felt was…you!
I fought to cleanse my thoughts
And then gave in…for my focus was…
You…
I felt calm and centered
And opened my eyes to the world
Fresh, calm, focused and alive
With you…
Hemani Kashikar

A Sonnet
Gagandeep*
As two swords in a single scabbard won’t be held,
So shall life bloom, once sad and glad in frailty, weld,
As coconut breath oil in death’s sea does toil,
So does tears of peace rainbows over cypress soil,
As holy moon steps, dagger cherry naked streets,
So does one shed rosy skin to be snow incense, greets!
So the moth, for beau sun it’s snow drop life ends,

I am not my age (45 years), nor my

For what is to fear, and if a tear, then of fiery cage

profession (communication specialist for 21

Release, even as Phoenix dies, from self does arise,

years), not even my qualifications or place

As one’s role comes to halt, parts one from one stage

of birth! I have now learnt to say I am a

To another, as one time to another signifies,

storyteller…a million stories in zillion formats.
Does it really matter who I am? Perhaps

Dimensions echo, dazzling by Nyx as freedom halo,

what matters is I decided to put myself on

The same in Sol’s tempest greets our shadow,

paper today, to be seen, to be read.

Peace and pain then both end, night and day, hand in hand
Comes to stay by Even-ing, to Guest to our house attend.
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